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One of the best remarks made
by a child is the following. The
kid had been riding escalators
all morning in a big depart-
ment store. As they were going
down to the first floor to leave,
he says "What do they do when
the basement gets full of steps."
During s flood, rescue workers
spotted a man and his family
perched atop their house.
Fighting the swirling currents
and debris in their small boat,
the rescuers pulled alongside
and shouted: "We're from ths
Red Cross."
"Sorry," answered the man
on the roof, "I gave at the of-
fice."
Follow wanted some of those
extra long handle gourd seeds
that Mrs. Swindell sent us. We
gave him two and we kept two.
Now this fellow will probably
have good luck with his and we
serve him notice right now we
want one of the gourds.
We have not checked as yet but
we are hoping our Muscadine
ViDe will put out. We planted
it at the lime of an old Ash
tree that is about dead. We'll
Just let that rascal climb up
that Ash tree and we'll have
us some Muscadines.
Looked like rata Thursday
night so we moved the four
pups back into the car port. It
did rain, a frog strangler, but
the pups were safe on some
tow sacks we spread out for
them.
Weed you never hear now adays
Is "scantlin". We remember a
ecantlin as a long board.
Our sympathy to A. B. Crass
and hia family and our hopes
for a good recovery.
Sow Chuck Shuffett yesterday
morning and told him how
much pleasure we were getting
out of seeing so many of our
friends getting gray hair. Since
we have been gray headed for
some years, it makes us feel
better just to see some gray
hair on some other folks for a
change.
We had to stick with our Hoods
hair coloring stuff for a while




Mrs. William Donald Overbey
Heading the Charity Ball for
W70 is Mrs. William Donald
Overbey.
The Steering Committee met
at Mrs. Overbey's home and ap-
pointed the following commit-
tees:
Tickets, Mrs. Clegg Austin
and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.; re-
freshments, Mrs. Robert V.
Johnson; program, Mrs. Bob
Billington; decorations, Mrs.
Gene Brandon and the Garden
Department of The Murray Wo-
man's Club; table reservations,
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw and Mrs.
Don Henry; publicity, Mrs. K.
Ronald Christopher and Ma.
Harold Hurt; and treasurer,
Mrs. Rob Ray.
This year the Charity Ball
will be held on June 6, from
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the
Calloway County Country Club.
Music will be provided by Bry-
on Gallimore's Combo and, do-
nating their services, will be
Reid Hale's Band.
The first Charity Ball began
in 1965 for the sole 'purpose of
giving financial support to the
operation of the Murray Men-
tal Health Center, a compon-
ent of the Community Mental
Health Center of Western Ken-.
tucky. Other financial support
is by philanthropists, fees from
patients, Federal allocations and
the balance of the budget being
supported by the Regional pro-
gram.
This year the Charity Ball will
be sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club. Tickets may be
purchased by contacting mem-
bers of The Murray Woman's
totary Gets Behind Scenes
Look At Paper Prodiction
By M. C. Barrett
Murray Rotarians were given
a_behind-the-scenes look Thurs-
day at the production and mar-
keting procedures of the Paper
Products Division of Procter &
Gamble.
Leading the film-based tour
was Fred M. Wells, manager of
Product Development in that
division of the huge company
and a Mutray native.
Presented by Rotarian Char
lea Bondurant, Wells displayed  
samples of many of the paper
products produced by his com-
pany and "walked through" the
procedures of product develop-
ment which takes place before
and after a product is announc-
ed as "new" or "improved".
A movie film, depicting the
manufacturing processes involv-
ed in the production of "Pamp-
ers," s widely-advertised and
used disposable diaper, also was
shown.
In noting the frequent pro-
duct changes which takes place
in his field, Wells pointed out
that in - consumer products, in
which most of his company's
business is, 25 per cent of to-
day's production is in products
and brands which did not exist
10 years ago.
"That's how it should be," he
Mid, "for change is the bus-
iness of product development,"
also noting that 50 per cent of
today's business is ig. consumer
products which weren t around
15 years ago.
He also pointed out that 25
years ago, only 10 per cent of
the company's current line were
in the stores at the end of
World War II.
The youngest son of Dr. 0.
C. Wells, Murray optometrist
and a member of the Murray
Rotary Club since 1933, Wells
joined Procter & Gamble in




English Meet At Dam
Howard Crittenden, June Wil-
son, Sue Adams and Betsy Ri-
ley from the Calloway County
School System and Eli Alexand-
er, Margarete Brown, Judith
Belt and Eula Mae Doherty
from the Murray Independent
school system attended a one-
day meeting recently on "Phase-
Elective English" at Kentucky
Dam Village.
The meeting was conducted
by Region I, ESEA Title III
with the cooperation of the Bu-
reau of Instruction, State De-
partment of Education and the
State ESEA Title la Depart-
ment.
Mrs. Martha Ellison, State De-
partment of Instruction, coord-
inated the program with the as-
sistance of principals and tea-
chers from three Kentucky High
Schools.
Henry Countians
Go To Polls Today
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI) — Henry
County Democrats were to go to
the polls today to choose their
nominees for sheriff and county
register, two races left undecid-
ed in the April 4 primary.
A petition challenging t he
outcome of the original elect-
ion was filed in Circuit Court




Two ROTC cadets from Mut%
ray have been awarded two-
year ROTC scholarships by the
Department of the Army. They
are William A. Smith, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Alton
Smith of 1625 Sunset Drive, and
William A. Bryant, son of Mrs.
John T. Bryant of 1612 Magno-
lia Drive.
The scholarships will p a y
their tuition, textbook and lab-
oratory fees at Murray State
University, where Smith is ma-
joring in history and pre-med
and Bryant is majoring in
speech.
The grant, which has been
awarded to 1,338 students thr-
oughout the country, also pro.
vides an allowance. of $50 per
month during the academic
year and $171 per month dur-
ing the six-week summer camp
which cotnii the ca-_ .
3 Junto& arm minor ,years:
Smith and Bryant were select-
ed for the scholarship from ap-
plicants in the first two years
of Army ROTC. They have a-
greed to serve four years of ac-
tive duty in the Army follow
ing their commissioning.
The award was granted in re-
cognition of their demonstrat-
ed leadership ability, academic
excellence, physical fitness, and
participation in extra-curricular
activities.
Any student who successful-
ly completes the first two years
Agriculture Commissioner Says
of Military Science at any cal-
Major 
•
lege or university with an ROTC 
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These five men are all William Murray to attend the Midyear Moose Conference which is being
held here this weekend. They are (left to right) Joseph L. Hagan, National Civic Affairs Com-
mittee, Loyal Order of Moose, Owensboro; Ray McKinney, District President, Kentucky Moose
Association, Bowling Green; James M. Rawlings, National Director of Publicity, Mooseheart,
III.; James B. Armstrong, Secretary, Kentucky Moose Association, Owensboro; and J. Oscar
Clem, National Moder, Midsouth Region, Loyal Order of Moose.





William T. Jeffrey, formerly
of Murray, was installed as Pre-
sident of the Kentucky Vocat-
ional Association at the annuol
KEA meeting.
Jeffrey informed the mem-
bers at the luncheon meeting of
the program of Work for the
coming year, and of their obli-
_gabons to the atiictentA inciast.
-ty,"- coMMunity,
to themselves. KVA is compris-
ed of some 1400 people with
an interest in vocational educa-
tion.
Jeffrey started in vocational
education as a DE coordinator
at Murray High School. lie has
been with the University of
Kentucky for the past two years,
and is now on leave of absence
to work with the Bureau of Vo-





dineskand not much change in
temperatures and showers and
a few thunderstorms likely
through Sunday. Highs today 66
to 76. Lows tonight 48 to 58.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The extended weather out-
look in Kentucky Monday thr-
ough Wednesday indicates a
chance of showers will prevail
Monday night and Tuesday and
also in extreme eastern section
of the state early Wednesday.
Warmer temperatures will
I prevail through Tuesday, turn-
ling cooler on Wednesday. Highs
Monday and Tuesday will be in
the upper 70s to low 80s. Highs
Wednesday mainly in the 60s.
Lows Monday and Tuesday
mainly in the 50s, but dropping
to the 40s on Wednesday.
MENNE IN JAPAN
KAMISEVA, Japan (FHTNC)
— Navy Lieutenant (junior
grade) Thomas IL -Benne, hus-
band of the former Miss Linda
t
as now serving at the Naval Se-
curity Group Activity, Hamiseya,
JaParl•
SINGING SUNDAY
A singing featuring the Gos-
pelaires Quartet will be held
this Sunday afternoon at 2:00
p.m. at the Northside Baptist
Church, 5 miles north of Mur-
ray on Highway 641.
on,
•
Col. EN W. illirdeeng, Professor ef Military Science,
presents William A. Bryan, of Murray with the two-year
ROTC scholarship which was awarded him by the Depart-
of the Army In recognition of his iiisenerwtrated lead-
ership ability, ocadernic excellence, physical fitness, HA ex-
tre-eurrkider eethritlis. wIttiam A. SmItti. oleo of Murray,
urea another .ROTC scholarship recipient.
Kentucky Agric u ture
J. Robert Miller list-
ed four major areas of concern
for Kentucky farmers—the Pro-
blems of tobacco, shortage of
Labor, higher operating costs
rand the image of agriculture—
in his remarks Thursday at the
Kentucky Agricultural Institute
at Murray State University
Speaking to an audience of
about 100 people at the third
of a series of fur meetings at
state universities, he said it is
difficult to think of Kentucky's
future agricultural economy
• ut ii a.ng at ti.bacco.
"Our major cash crop is in
serious trouble," he continued,
FREE PUPPY
A puppy, part Beagle, is free
tg someone for a pet The puppy
has had all of his shots. Fot
further information call 4(aj-
2415
"and has problems unique to
this industry."
Miller mentioned several of
the problems--medical clouds
hanging over the use of tobac-
co, a decline in cigarette con-
sumption, a question of supply
and demand, and the threat of
increased imports.
"In view at all this, I feel
that we can assume that to-
h,,..:c3's role in cur future econ-
omy will not be as we know it
today," he said. "While we seek
to preeerve this $280 million
giant, we must also be clonsid-
ering ways to make up the loss
that changes in the tobacco in-
dustry will surely bring."
Accompanied by about 15 re-
presentatives of the agriculture
department, including green-
coated division directors who
gave brief reports on the polic-
ies and programs of their of-
fices, the commissioner said the







The Kentucky Moose Assoc-
iation opened its annual mid-
year conference here last night
with registration at the Murray
Moose Hall on North 18th
Street.
The conference will be a
three day event with business
sessions scheduled for today
and Sunday and a banquet and
dance set for tonight.
The banquet will be held at
the Holiday Inn and the Pre-
sident's Ball dance will follow
at the Moose Hall.
Andrew A. Ernst, president of
the organization from Louis-
ville, will preside over all the
business sessions which .411 be
held at the Holiday Inn on 641
South.
George Hodge of 1616 Ryan
Avenue, Murray, is general
chairman for the event.
James M. Rawlings, Loyal Or-
der of the Moose publicity dir-
ector, is representing the Sup-
reme Lodge at the conference
and Ardella Purcell, Deputy
Grand Regent, of Louisville, is
serving as the official visitor
for the Women of the Moose.
Loyal Order of Moose civic
affairs activities are designed
for the public good sad *VIM
one of the more than 2,000
lodges in the Moose Domain is
encouraged to sponsor comm-
unity service projects which
will make their communities a
better place to live and raise
children.
Dedicated to the betterment
of humanity, the Moose fratern-
ity actively supports national
health battles. These include
the March of Dimes, work in
behalf of the crippled children,
muscular dystrophy, heart fund,
cancer crusade, cerebal palsy
and others.
Rex F. Galloway has recently
completed. the requirements for
the degree of Doctor of Bus-
iness Administration in the Col-
lege of Business and Industry of
Mississippi State University,
State College, Mississippi.
' The Murray man was also re-
cently elected to membership
ft) the Beta, Gantt-Ms "arga'ffer4'
ional honorary fraternity, the
highest scholastic 'honor offer
ed within the college of busi-
ness administration. Beta Gam-
ma Sigma is the only honorary
fraternity recognized and sup-
ported by the American Assoc-
iation of Collegiate Schools of
While at Mississippi State, he
served as a visiting professor
in the University's co-operative
program, and was associated
with the Bureau ef Business
and Economic Research under
the sponsorship of the Mississ-
ippi Research and Development
;ouncil.
In addition ..to the doctoral
degree from Mississippi State
University, he holds a Bachelor
of Science degree from Murray
State University and the degree
of Master of Business Adminis-
tration from Memphis State
University.
He is presently associated
with the Department of Manage-
ment in the School of Business
at Murray State University.
Mr. Galloway is married to
the former Frances Taylor and
they reside at 1623 Sunset
Drive, Murray. They attend the
First Baptist Church. Ile is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harding
Galloway and the grandson of
Mrs. Chlora Farmer, all of Mur-
ray.
FREE COLLIES
Two six month old female,
collie puppies are looking for
a home The owner says they
would make good pets or stock
dogs. Persons who would like






S. 15th & Poplar •
N. 15th & Chestnut •-•-•
N. 14th & Olive •
N. 12th & Pays* •
.1+?9,00 S•
S. 10th k Glekdale
Rd, •
S. 12th & Glendale -
Rd.
N. 6th & Sharp •
S. 2nd & Elm •




Industrial Rd. • •
111th & Sycamore •
& 9th & Sycamore • •
Irvan & Sycamore •




S. 12th & Poplar • •
S. 4th & Popiar •
& 12th Si Sycamore • •
S. 10th & Poplar • •
Ent. to Tom's Pizza
Pizza Palace •
12th & Main • • •
S. 16th & Johnson •
16th & Main • „.
N. 14th & Hughes •
S. 12th & Mulberry •
N. 12th & Chestnut • •
10th Si Main •
9th & Main •
7th & Main •
flth & Poplar •
S. 4th Si Sycamore •
5th & Main •
Main & Williams •
N. 16th & Ryan •
17th & liamiltcsi •
4th & Maple •
12th Si Olive •_•
6th Si Poplar •
16th & Farmer •
5 Points •
2nd & Olive •
7th & Poplar - •
16th & Sycamore •
Accumulative totals for





Six persons were treated and
released at the emergency room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Friday at 5:08 p.m. af-
ter being injured in a two car
collision at South 7th and Syca-
more Streets.
They were Renee Halinski,
Tony Halinski, and Thomas Ha-
linski, all of the Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th Street,
Murray, Pearl Woodall of 609
Sycamore Street, Murray, Opel
Phillips and Londe Lamb, 732
Vine Street, Murray.
Hospital officials said all six
persons complained of bruises
and strains, but no one was ad-
mitted to the hospitaL
The Murray Police Depart-
ment said cars involved were a
1963 Chevrolet two door hard-
top driven by Thomas Halinski
and a 1958 Oldsmobile four door
owned by Rupert Woodall and
driven by Pearl Crouse Wood-
all.
Police said the Halinski car
was going west on Sycamore
Street when the Woodall car
pulled out of a driveway to head
east, crossed the line, and col-
lided with the Halinski car.
Damage to the Halinski ear
was on the front fender and
left side, and to the Woodall
car on the front end and left
side.
Friday at 12:25 p.m. a col-
lision occurred on the parking
lot between 15th and 18th
Streets.
Cars involved were a 1981
Chevrolet two door hardtop dri-
ven by Gordon John Loberger
of 1312 Kirkwood Drive, Mur-
ray, and a 1970 Chevrolet two
door hardtop owned by J. D.
Darden and driven by Linda
Crafton Darden of Embassy A-
partments, South 12th Street.
Police said both cars were
backing from a parked position
and collided. Damage to the
Darden car was on the rear
bumper, fender, and trunk, but
no damage was reported to the
Lotterget car.
This Morning at 1:30 am. a
one car accident occurred at
,•--Olive and Broach Streets.
• :!.`12efaso-
Tier Avenue, Murray, said he
went down Olive Stfeet, turned
left onto Broach Street, and his
steering went out on the car.
Saunder hit a light pole on the
left side of the street, but was
able to drive his car away, ac-
cording to the police report




A Black Angus bull, weighing
about one thousand pounds,
owned by Ralph Morris of Mur-
ray Route One, was killed last .
night about 9:30 p.m. on High-
way 1616, by the Morris home
and west of the Calloway Coun-
ty Country Club.
Samuel Edward Todd of 311
North 12th Street, Murray, driv-
ing a 1969 Chevelle two door
hardtop owned by Annie L.
Todd, was going north on the
highway and hit the bull that
was in the road, according to
Deputy Sheriffs Calton Morgan
and Maurice Wilson who saw
the accident while they were
on patrol duty in the area.
The bull landed on the hood '
of the car. The car then reared
I
up and lar.ded over into the
ditch on the east side of the
road bottom side up, Deputy
Morn said.
" Todd and a passenger in the
cal, Jerry Williams, were pinn-
ed in the car for a moment, but
the deputy sheriffs got the boys
. out. of the car and took them -
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Ten Years ACIO Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
.1
Direct distance dialing will begin in Murray on May 15, accord-
tog tO Dan Johnston, local manager of the Southern Bell Telephone
-ompany.
Deaths reported today are Mj.s Patsy Crutcher, age 16, due to
an illness of leukemia, and Ike Walker of Belleville, Ill.
Eighty persons are attending the Western Kentucky Presbyterial
being held today at the College Presbyterian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon are the parents of a son,
James Kent, born today at the Murray Hosp!W.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & FILE
•
Deaths reported are Miss Gaynell Silver, age 14, who suffered
from a blood disease, and Carrot Clark, age Tl.
Benyl. Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Crawford of Mur-
ray, was elected secretary of the Alpha Alpha chapter Phi Chi
medical fraternity at the University of Louisville.
The Almo Heights baseball team, a member of the Twin-States
. Baseball League, will begin their season on Sunday with a game
with Smithland.
Waiter Moser, prinoipal of Murray High School, will leave
tonight to attend the PTA convention in Owensboro.
I 30Years Ago ThisWeek
LIDO= A TIN= MR
CONTRACT SIGNONI — Dr. Harry hi Spirits (seated), preekissi ellArorrey Pais Uni-
te/WM Nome a oratract with Mies Carbide Corporation% seder divides tor Ho school
to participate in the finiee Panctleael habeetrial Training programa Shown oallh Sparks era
floIN Dr. Nosh Mitts% demi el the $cheel of Applied Schap sad Technology at haeoror
Steak cad SIR Peary et Unica Carbide. Applicatiorm ter the Mora training — dralfFrod so
train and pleas welder% iratromest mechanics. and dreflaglea — No now WM/ occoiotod-
Tuition Free Training To Be
Offered By MSU, Union Carbide
Deaths reported are Mrs. Loretta Belle Wyatt, age 63, Miss
Colle Spann, age 61, and Walton S. Burton, age 39.
Mayor George Hart was named last week by Gov. Keen Johns
on
as a member of the Board Of Regents of Murray State Teachers
Conege for a period of two years. He -succeeds T. 0. Turner
who has served for fOUT years.
Honor students of various high schools in the county are as
follow Noble McDougal and Frances Hinton Sledd, Murray H
igh;
Meredith Story and L. C. Miller, Kirksey High; Keith Ross and
Dorothy Nelle McDaniel, Faxon; L. T. Ratterree and Audrie 
Mae
Coleman, New COricOrt Ruth Harmon and Katherine Underwood,
Hazel.
Gladys Scott's will present a Fashion Show April 30-May 1 in
the newly decorated salon on the east side of the qare.
Bible Thought for Today
Many are the afflictions of the righteous: but the Lord delivereth
him out Of them all, — Psalm 34:19.
None of us are free from trouble or pain, but with faith, we can
rise above it.
Tuition-free training in three
occupational areas — arc weld-
ing, instrument mechanics, and
drafting — will be offered in
the Functional Industrial Train-
ing project to be conducted by
the nuclear division of Union—
Carbide Corporation and Miu-
ra, State University.
Designed to find disadvantag-
ed individuals in West Kentucky
and Southern Illinois, to train
them for skilled occupations re-
quired by area industries, and
to place them in jobs, the total
funding for the project at the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant is about $350,000.
Financial support for the pro-
gram is being provided by the
US. Department of Labor, the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the
Atomic Energy Commission,
and the Kentucxy Department
of Economic Security. The State
Bureau of Vocational Educat-
ion and the Department of Eco-
nomic Security are also cooper-
ating in the development and
operation.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, presi-
dent of Murray State, has sign-
ed a $51,000 contract with the
nuclear division of Union Car-
bide for the university to par-
ticipate in the 50-week man-
power training program.
Under the terms of the con-
tract, Murray State will pro-
vide three full-time persons —
a project director, a guidance
counselor, and a clerk — and
instructional staff for written
able skill to persons who are
unskilled but who have the po-
tential for an industrial career,"
according to Peary.
Applications are now being
accepted for each of the cours-
a. Application forms and add-
itiosal information may be ob-
tained from: local offices of
the Kentucky Department of
Economic Security; the office of
Dr. Hugh Oakley, Dean of the
School of Applied Science and
and oral communications emirs-
es for all trainees and for re-•Teebn°1°V. Murray 
State Uni-
medial courses necessary to
qualify job applicants.
Dr. Hugh Oakley, dean of
the School of Applied Science
and Technology at Murray
State, and Bill Penry of Union
Carbide, who have been work-
ing out the details of the train-
ing, said they hope to begin
drafting classes May 4, with
classes in welding and instru-
ment mechanics to start June
1.
Part of the instruction for
the drafting course will be held
at West Kentucky Vocational
School in Paducah.
The class in instrument mech-
anics will cover the duration of
the 50-week project, while the
welding course is scheduled for
20 weeks and the drafting
course from 40 to 44 weeks.
Union Carbide will provide
an experienced training staff,'
Including engineers, industrial
supervisors, and skilled crafts-
West Kentucky and Southern
Illinois are being considered as
the basic recruitment area in
the effort "to give a market-
versity, Murgay, Kentucky,
42071; or FIT, Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, P. 0. Box 1110,
Paducah, Kentucky, 42001. ,
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, April 25,
the 115th day of 1970 with 250 to
follow.
The moon Is between its full
stage and last quarter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Venus, Mars, Saturn and
Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1846 the Mexican War
began.
In 1898 Congress formally
declared war on Spain.
In 1901 New York became the
first state to require automobil
license plates. 954 cars were
registered.
In 1945 delegates from 46
nations met in San Francisco to
organize a permanent United
Nations.
A thought for the day:
American poet Ralph Waldo
Emerson said, "E.yery sweet
has its sour, every evil its
good."
CELEBRATES LEGEND
ROME (UPI)-- The city of
Rome celebrated what legend
calls its 2,723rd birthday
Tuesday with an arts festival
and political speeches.
Mayor Clelio Darida said "All
the contradictions of the
modern world meet here. This
true capital of the Western
world is a symbol of an Italy
that is changing for the better."
According to legend, the
twins Romulus and Remus




Up For Air Force
}beide Allen Knott, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Millard L Knott,
Route One, Dexter, enlisted in
the United States Air Force on
April 22, according to the re-
cruiter. Knott will go to Lack.
land AFB, San Antonio, Texas
for six weeks basic training.
Knott graduated from South
Marshall High School. The Cal-
loway County youth was found
well qualified for the highly
technical training required for
an Air Force career, according
to SSGT Bennie W. Sams, local
Air Force Recruiter.
While attending basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB for the
next weeks, Knott ,will recei
training in Military History
first aid, drill and ceremonies,




consumer holds the key to the
business curve over the next
year and much depends upon
what he does in the next
several weeks, Argus Research
Corp. says. If the consumer
goes on a shopping spree, it
may scare the Federal Reserve
back to a tighter money policy,
but if he spends cautiously, an
orderly economic adjustment—
accompanied by a substantial
declines in interest rates— could
become more certain, the firm
adds.
---
Hayden, Stone — Co. credits
generally unfavorable first
quarter profits reports and the
drain on investment funds from
AT&T's huge financing pro-
gram, for much of the easiness
in the current market. The firm
advises a policy of caution and
selectivity until a bullish
stimulus appears.
---
Earnings reports for the
March quarter shbw "there is
nothing seriously wrong here,"
Spear and Staff, Inc., says. The
only adverse tutor is the
moderate negative interruption
of the growth of earnings which
prevailed through the Decem-
ber quarter, the firm adds.
---
Wright Advisory Reports says
the economic cycle is approach-
ing the point of upturn. The
current forecast Is hada:men-
tally favorable, according to the
firm.
South Sea Island Prices Are
On Way Up Says Magazine
By TREVOR KENNEDY
London Financial Times— UPI
Suva, Fiji— If you want to
buy your own South Sea island
hideaway you had better
hurry.
Prices have gone through the
roof and are still soaring here
Fiji, where it is claimed
there are more freehold islands
araileble for sale than any-
where else in the world.
The boom in island buying
has naturally attracted sharpish
entrepreneurs from various
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rime and savings depos•ts
Dets: Moody's Investors Setvrce, FR8, FDIC, BLS. 31
By CARL H. MADOIN, CHIEF ECONOMIST ,
Chandror of Connoires of the United States
wpigeg' awn gm, the dollars you spend buy legs. And the
purchasing power of the dollars you don't spend, but save
Instead. declines also This shrinkage by inflation of the
value of savings can be Prevented by putting your money to
work where it will earn some return It can earn interest tisk,
the cam of savings accounts and bonds, or dividends (plus
capital genial in the case of stock. The chart shows how
$1.000 of savings kept in cash shrank $205 In value in the
decade 1950-1989. If invested in government bonds, the
SEMI grew to a value of $1,019 In the 10-year period. If put
In a savings account. it grew in value to $1,124. But if In-
vested in stock, the growth was to $1,719 (stock in indus-
trial corporations e. Because no many investors realise these
facts, the stock market usually flourishes during _inflation
while lice bond market languish- 
Seeking a New Travel Adventure:
Try Antique Hunting in Britain
BY STEVE UNIT
Written for Central Press and
This Newspaper
ANTIQUE - HUNTING, long
an avocation of American tray-
* lera to .Britairi, has inspired
one British tone operstnr 10--
specialise in the area. In con-
junction with BOAC, Super-
travel Ltd. (at 107 Walton
Street, London 8W3 or 2 West
45th Street, New York 10036i
offers # rare seven-day pack.:_
age.'
w---cennIttlearbton- tour of
special interest to antique seek-
ers and offers a 'teach-In," cob
--a study of—subjects of inter-
est with congenial people whose
Interests are similar.
Most everyone will admit it
doesn't make nuich sense to
purchase English antiques in
the United States, evcn in' the
bargain-basement ahtlqUe shops
WitIch dot the New England
highways. Taking into con-
sideration the current low
trans-Atlantic air fares, the
most of even a small inveatment
in antiques can show a- profit
for the careful shopper."
In addition to the financial
advantages, there's a great deal
which must be said for the fun
of seeking out antiques by one-
self, nosing around In a host of
little shops run by knowledge-
able, friendly people.
• • •
AT TIMES, It's even difficult
to persuade a shop-owner to
part with a piece, so attached
to their stock do some proprie-
tors become. Add all these
things to an unusual And rare
Insight into a Britain not often
seen by the casual tourist and
you'll discover the antique
hunting tours quite a novelty.
indeed.
A prepared itinerary takes
you to Marvelous hotels as
well as to out-of-the-way places
where London dealers • them-
selves and they are among the
wisest in the worlii go to buy.
You'll be given a list of shops
In each area of your itinerary
which are especially recom-
mended for quality and variety
of stock.
You'll 'be given a eard which
entitles you to a cash discount
of 10 per cent at Many of them
top it all off, Supertravel
Workers at Christie's get reedy for summer influx of
American 'visitors. Old silver has a special appeal
to many Americans, *specially Hew Englanders.
Ltd. and BUM' have arranged
for packaging, insuring, and
shipping back home all your
antique purchases_
-A typical week in Britain
takes you from London to can-
terbury. to visit its, cathedral
and its antique shops. You'll
also hitve an ,,pportunity to
take a look at Dover's famed
White, Cliffs, On the way to
Brighton you'll Visit Sissing-
horst ("axtle and Penhurst
Plac e,. and the Pantiles an-
tiques shops at Turnbridge
Wells. At the beach resort com-
munity of Brighton you'll
the Royal Pavilion. browse
through the Lanes and ride qn
tif Chichester via Arundel
You'll spend the night in an-
other famous antique enter.
Winchester
(If the names solind
ly Bostonian, ieniember this is
the area from which so in.inv
of our antecedents _hail 1
.• • .
SALIStirRY Cathe/ii..1 11
be a high-spot on. your pl.,iira .1
itinerary and 1, ,1111 See WIlt,011
House.
Next day, it's on to It
browsing through aniapic
and taking a look it the•
man baths .a.nd the Abb., ia
fore returning to Veri..for
night. The following *lax I
tour charming t'beltentuim mi
(loncester and on to I )x.foill
see . the famous colleges,
braries - and omnipresent an-
tique shops everywhere.
• • •
FINAL DAY of your typical
week-long antique hunt takes
you to Henley. Maidenhead and
Bray, and on through Windsor,.
Extended tours are offered, em-





weeks or week-ends are just as
dramatic. Most successful in
Britain among the English dur-
ing recent years. it is expected
that the North American tra-
veler will be impelled to give
it a try. too.
A total of 12 "teach-in"
week-ends are scheduled for
1969, set In such appealing lo-
cales as London, Banblic,
TiitintOM Harrogate. (Theater




tours imil the teaching week-
ends. are available at low cost
and are totally adaptable to the
particular travel requirements
or the guests. Itineraries are
recommended 
but not
averagc oat the live -
sail week-entla is a me-re
Vir; perm in
trafficking in islands is reach-
ing a stage where it is causing
official concern— island trading
has become literally trading in
Islands— and legislation along
the lines of that not long ago
Introduced in New Zealand is
being actively discussed.
This legislation militate
against buying islands for
speculative purposes, but still
allows the purchase of free-
holds for tourist and other
development.. Prices now being
paid for islands in the Fiji
group vary from as little as
$5,000 to $1 million,
One island, only about seven
miles from Suva, about 40
acres in area, is currently
being advertised in the United
States for $300,000.
Price varies according to its
geographical location,- area and
aesthetic value. All the islands
are usually endowed with
Hollywood style coral beaches,
tall coconut palms, and many
have a friendly village of which
the owner can become a
veritable king. Many are
remote and completedly lack
any facilities or water.
One of the best-known owners
of a private Fijian island in this
category is television's "Perry
Mason"— actor Raymond Burr.
Burr bought his island a couple
Of years ago for a reputed
200,000 as a haven from
..aguala&se taa ;..act-a‘no.
Immense ,amount of capital into
making the plantation MOM
efficient, installed electrical
plant, and generally improved
the conditions of the island
village.
"His sort is welcome -here,
but many of the others are
not," said r senior Fijian
government official.
Some of the islands have
coconut or copra plantations.
But very few have been
developed as a tourist complex,
or along the thoroughly com-
mercial lines which Raymond
Burr has followed.
Mainly the buying has bee&
r speculation. But the entre-
preneurs are gradually acknow-
ledging the rising resentment
against this, and the days of
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Parent bets increase
NEW YORK (FPI) --
Numbers of parents are on the
rise, reflecting the birth boom
of the 1950s.
The National Industrial 1
femme Board estimates that be-
tween now and 1980, thr parent
population will increase by 23
per cent. The pa e is faster
than during any comparable
period since World War II. By
1980, nearly three out of every
fdte families, totalling :15.5 tnil-
lion, will havc a child living at
I ome
nited States is the
world's largest producer of beer;




The argument over federal con-
trol of handguns is hotter than a
two-dollar pistol. Proponents of
control charge the nation is being
turned back into a trigger-happy
frontier. Opponents claim the
right to defend their homes und-
a._U- CsitiAst1441CIL-13°th
s will be examined on "The
Advocates," Sunday, May 3, from
10 to 11 p.m. EDT.
The Senate Is expected to tar-
get in OR the issue soon when a
subcommittee of the Judiciary
Committee open:, hearings that
will revolve around the Gun Coo-
trial Act of 1968. That law ahich
followed the assassinations of
Martin Luther King Jr. and Rob-
ert F. Kennedy, was designed to
curtail mail-order gun sales and
regulate the interstate flow of
weapons.
"flue Advocates" live color-
cast will originate at KCET In
Los Angeles and be carried by
most of the 190 non-commercial
stations of the public television
network.
The exact question to be argued
is: "Should we outlaw sidearms
for all but police, licensed guards
and proprietors of small busine-
sses/"
Advocate Howard Miller will
argue in favor of federal handgun
control, and guest advocate Will-
iam T. King will mount an oppos-
ing case, Vichir Palmieri will
moderate.
Here is some of the background
of the issue: There are some 24
million privately owned handguns
in America. From 1962 to 1968
the sales of handguns quadrupled,
and one-third of all handguns
sold since 1900 were sold in th
past decade.
Those who want handgun co
trol say chances of a victim's
death in a robbery or attack
crease substantially when
are used in the commission o
the act. They also discredit the
need of guns for protection o
Use home, stating thet-tio
than one in 500 burglaries is
foiled by shooting the burglar
and-that many more lives are lost
in home firearm accidents than in
home robbery and burglarly.
It is further argued by propon-
ents of control that the halfway
measure of stricter registration
of sidearms has not proved eff-
ective and that if the weapons
are prohibited, they will in fact
be in the hands of real criminals,
who it will then be easier to
trace.
Opponents of handgun control
point to the rising crime rates
and claim that potential victims
siligthi ran defeb.selesS,
tilat, instead, more training in
gun use be made available. They
call the proposed federal reform
impractical because it would cost
hundreds of millions of dollars
to collect the sidearms, and the
end accomplishment would be to
raise the price of illicit guns.
They also statf that the right
of the people to keep and bear
arms his been guaranteed by
the second amendment to the Con-
stitution and that any gun control
should be left to local option.
•
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - A few
days ago when everyone was
talking about the good croppie,
white bass and black bass fish-
ing in Kentucky's lakes, William
C. Henry, of Kettering, Ohio, was
going a different route.
But not of his own volition.
Rockfish probably were farthest
from Henry's thoughts as he cast
his silver blacktail lure from
Ramsey's Flat on Beaver Creek,
Black bass were doing very
well on that bait and when some-
thing 'hit it and failed to yield
easily to Henry's maneuvers,
he probably still did not dream
It was a rockfash - especially
one weighing 30 pounds.
But that's what he had on the
other end of a line and bar a
time it was debatable as to whe-
ther Henry would whip the fish
or if the fish would whip Henry.
After a big struggle Henry won
and brought in a rockfish 36 inch-
es long and 25 and a half inches
in girth.
It was caught on April 15
and was hooked about 5 p.m.
but it was a while longer before
It was landed. The site is not
too far from Beaver Lodge, on
Beaver Creek, near Monticello.
Henry's prize catch was one of
many rockfish stocked in Lake
Cumberland by the Department
of Fish and Wildlife in the last
several years. More will be
stocked in a few weeks in Cum-
berland and other lakes.
Henry's catch is the third lar-
gest recorded in the state. In
November of 1964 a 34 and a
half pounder was caught near
Jamestown by Benny Polston, of
Jamestown. Second place honors
are held by G. L. Tracy, of
Shepherdsville, who caught one
that weighed 31 and a half potm-
ds from Lake Cumberland last
tictober.
The list does not represent
all the rocks that have been
caught. Only 70-odd catches have
been reported, but undoubtedly
.hundreds have been caught and,,
of course, we list only the heav-
iest of the crop.
But the rockfLsh are in Cum-
berland, and Kentucky and Bar-
kley Lakes, and Herrington and
Dewey and Green River Reser-
voir.
The biggest rock so far was
hoised from Herrington Lake by
a rough fish operations crew
which caught a fellow that wei-
ghed 40 pounds. They dumped
him back in the lake.
The rocktish program was st-
arted in 1958 and has progress-
ed over the, years, with only the
method of operations changed.
This spring a half million try
will be flown to Frankfort from
Monck's Corner, S. C., and pla-
ced in holding ponds at the Fre-
nkfort National Fish Hatchery
where they will be nurtured tm-
tit they are three inches long.
They will then be released in the
appropriate waters of the lakes
named here.
The stocking program is a
many forked affair. The South
Carolina Wildlife Resources De-
partment milks the eggs from
the rockfish at Santee-Cooper
Reservoir and then ships them
to Kentucky where they are taken
care of under the watchful eyes
of Charlie Bowers, assistant dir-
ector of Fisheries who is in
charge of the rockfish program.
But Superintendent Bill Ash;
"Archie Whor And Ole Ms
Rebels Are Pick For Season
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI)- The Archie
Manning - led Ole Miss Rebels
figured as the South's best col-
lege football team before last
season began and, although
they stumbled coming out of
the gate, that's exactly how they
wound up.
Never mind the final rankings
or the over-all won-lost records.
The Rebels were indeed the
class of the South coming down
the stretch as they handed Lou-
isiana State and Tennessee their
lone..defeat_the latter by a
crushing 38 - ts, and gym. lipattl
3rd - ranked Arkansas 27. 22,
In the Sugar Bowl.
With "Archie Who?" seeking
the Heisman Trophy and nine
other offensive starters back in
the fold, Ole Miss has to be the
pick as the South's best for '70.
Rebel coach Johnny Vaught
will warn you not to be hasty.
But Vaught, dean of the
Southeastern Confer enc
coaches and approaching his
24th Ole Miss season, once
made the mistake of agreeing
that his Rebels could win the
national crown and he's been
cautious since.
Thus, Vaught will tell you
he's having a tough time
deciding which of four bruisers
will replace fullback Bo Bowen,
the lone senior on the starting
'69 offensive unit, and he
claims concern about his
defense where only five starters
are among 16 returning letter-
men.
True. Ole Miss is rebuilding
Its defense and replacing safety
Glenn Cannon, a second-team
All-America choice, and four.
fifths of the front wall isn't an
enviable task.
But Vaught has a knack for
coming up with the troops he
needs and, anyway, if that Ole
Miss offensive lives up to
expectations next fall, it won't
take a whole lot of defense for
the Rebels to win.
"We were concerned with our
replacement problems on de-
fense," Vaught said of the
spring drills completed in late
March. "We were looking for
speed, and adequate
size." He left the impression he
found what he was looking for.
Offense will be the byword in
the Southeastern Conference
next fall as most of the
league's 1969 offensive stars
return.
Seven of the SEC's eight top
yardage gainers will be back,
led by Florida's John Reaves
who set four passing records by
completing 222 of 396 for 2,896
yards and 24 touchdowns.
Reaves also eclipsed the
previous total offense high set
back in 1942 by Frankie
Sinkwic.h by 665 yards with his
2,852 net.
,Mannieg., who ran and passed
for.„,a4 touchdowns and 2,264
yank, also beat Sinkwich's 27-
year-old record and Alabama's
Scott Huntetranether returnee,
missed by only 30 yards.
Atlhough Florida averaged
435 yards per game last fall
with an all-sophomore backfield
that included All-America re-
ceiver Carlos Alverez and SEC
scoring leader Tommy Dur-
ranc, the Gators have pre-'70
problems.
When Doug Dickey deserted
Tennessee to take over the
Gator helm he found Florida's
interior offensive line had been
completely wiped out by
graduation and injury.
But Dickey, halfway through
spring practice, is optimistic.
"I think we've found some boys
who can play football in our
league," Dickey said. "We
might find some more, I expect
we will."
Louisiana State, which went
9-1 last fall with only a 26-23
loss at Ole Miss to blot its
recorch Tennessee, also 9-1 and
now guided by Dickey's young
former assistant Bill Battle;
and Florida, 8-1-1 in regular
season play and a 14-13 winner
over Tennessee in the Gator
Bowl look like the three leading
challengers for the SEC crown
U Ole Miss should falter.
Auburn, 8-2 with losses to
Tennessee and LSU, gets back
the nucleus of the league's
second-best offense, incaeding
quarterback Pat Sullivan' and
running backs Mickey Zee°
and Wallace Clark, and rates as
the SEC darkhorst:
Bear Bryant is rebuil
Xlabama's leaky defense and
Vince Dooley is rebuilding
Georgia's offense which scored
nly two November touch-
was. Vanderbilt has come a
ong way under Bill Pace but
still appears too far away to be
a threat and Mississippi State
and Kentucky appear doomed
again to another year in the
cellar.
Among the independents in
the Southeast: Florida State
must replace Quarterback Bill
Cappleman but otherwise ap-
s sound. Miami returns
all of its offensive backs except
rushing leader Vince Opalsky
and U the &dee& meeel_
around the ilurriCanes could
thmove- to e top of the region's
independents.
Georgia Teel, needing to
break a string of three losing
seasons to save coach Bud
Carson's job, is expected to
improve. But Tulane, Southern
Mississippi and Tampa should
be also-rans again.
Although SEC rushing leader
Doug Mathews of Vanderbilt is
gone, Tennessee's Curt Watson
(807 yards) and Florida's
Durrance (731) still have two
more seasons. Alverez, who set
SEC records for passes caught
(88), reception yardage (1,329)
and touchdown passes caught
(12) his first year, figures to be
the South's top receiver again.
The Southeastern Conference
has three televisiod 'spectacu-
lars lined up for next fall:
-Since both use the pro
approach to offense, the Flori-
da-Alabama game Sept. 26
should be a real shootout;
- Alabama-Ole Miss will be
shown nationally the night of
Oct. 3 and viewers will be
anxious to see if it's anything
like last year's 33-32 thriller in
which Manning gained 540
yards in a losing effort;
- And Oct. 24 is the day
Dickey takes the Gators to
Knoxville, Tenn., and you can
hear the Vol fans howling for
blood even now.
Unranked winners
\iWYoRK (ITO 'Ink " "
trams not ranked in the .10
at tin eml the regular seiiiZon
have NC,1,1 basketball
California in
1959 and-Cfty ,of- Neis
1 ork in 1950. .
Tony Mayeaux and others follow
the delicate operation. When rea.
dy the young fish will be moved
by truck to the waters selected.
And then there they are -
ready to be caught - usually
by an unsuspecting fisherman,
like Henry.
NEW YORK (UPI)-- The Curt
Flood law suit against the
reserve clause is continuing its
slow, torturous route through
federal court.
Flood, seeking to overthrow
the reserve clause, had the
start of his trial set back one
day Thursday from May 18 to
May 19 by the request of
attorneys.
Judge Irving Ben Cooper also
ruled that the issue at stake
should have "a thorough
Inquiry at trial." Baseball
attorneys tried to contend that
Flood's suit is within the
primary jursdiction of the
National Labor Relations
Board.
The judge did rule against
Flood on two of his minor
contentions: That CBS' owner-
ship of the Yankees kept the
network from bidding on the
TV package and the fact that
only owner August Busch's beer
is sold in the St. Louis Stadium
cuts down on possible revenue.
The case is expected to be-
appealed all the way to the
Supreme Court and is expected
to take up to two years to
decide.
Greatest scorer •
BATON ROUGE, La. (CP)-
Pete Maravich of Louisiana State
scored 3,667 points in three
years to become the greatest
scorer in major college basket-
ball, but Bob Hopkins, who
tallied 3,756 points in four years
at Grambling, is still the top
scorer in college history .
LEDGER & TIME — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
MSU Women's Tennis
Team To Play Today
The Murray State women's
tennis team beat Memphis State
S-1 Wednesday to run its season
record to 5-1. Next action for
the women netters is today when
they host Mississippi State Coll-
ege for Women, one of the top
teams in the South.
Winners for Murray against
Memphis were Paula Carbonell,
Carol Stopper, Nancy Porter,
Cindy Almendinger, and Kay C.
rter in singles matches and Car-
olyn wells and Stopper, Carb011.
ell and Porter, and Almendinger
and Carter in doubles.
Boating
By J AC1 WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI)-At dew
when the nation is fighting grow-
ing pollution of its waterways, it
is gratifying to note that a
number of firms iwindustry, on
their own initiative, -are taking
studied steps to prevent this
menace.
One of these, the Campbell
Soup Company, recently
received the annual Gold Medal
Award of The Sports Foun-
dation, Inc., for corporate
achievement in the control of
water pollution at its Paris, Tex..
plant. -
The award was accepted for
the company by W.B. Murphj.
president, and 'Louis C. Gilde.
director of Environmental En-
gineering, and was 'the climax of
a program that began in 1960
when Campbell decided to build
a soup processing plant in Paris.
Gilde explained that a key
factor in the ant site selection
.
in consenation o almost Ill(
was its suitability for installatior
of an industrial waste dispOual
system.
Erosion gullies on the sits
finally selected, a former cotton
field, were often deep enough tn
hide a tractor, Gilde says, After
*extensive grading and terracing.
a special grass necessary for the
treatment of waste material was
sown and the plant, conlainin
22 acres under roof, began oper-
ation in October, 1964.
"We spent several years Vt..-
paring the site for a spray
lion system and we estimate dui
careful preplanning l lia.s resulted
liCreS of land, ogether with the
release of high quality wab-r in a
semiarid area," Glide sa‘ •
The system designed' hr tl
Paris plant is known as rl.ind
Hot. spray irrigation an.I I- lin
usual, Cade says, in that ml
tures surface filtration ratl,r
than infiltration or per 01.M•ar
of all water into thc
It has the capacih to to at
3.6 million gallons Per d•N ,•3
-food-company waste sat, r
Gilde says the system 1- 99
per cent efficient in IT
ii




pehnaphroce t reduction iotryori
The BOD index is
sanitation engineers to
the amount of oxymi ilm.l..4-
teria require to decoin1um.,,r_..11
ic material in waste r
low BOO level is most d..-prible,
because the less o”. en g uft-dim-
ed by bacteria, the 11114,r, $,%1;1'4'11
r-fciieeor xascrimpr ine upe..trripirt fl-li UT'
The overlaid flow ha...‘
several invaluable
e"erding 10 Glide. iii/ helm_ its
ability to function in all 1.• - of
severs weather condoniti-
out reduction in of 
 ,1111-
Several hundred plant- nier-
eci-the competition for IL
Medal Award, and a simi.•
for the Sports Found:nu,. $d
"We made sure all the on,
were being' done %.d.H1 ,,,ly
we're not giving awn.. "",
awards to industries Ill
the goveniment's guns at their
heads."
As Campbell lo-i-nl••nt
Murphy explains! "N.. ii .lize
that as a company we mii-I take
care of our environment dinl not





Wolf of Dumont, N.J. won the
12-year-old special girls' compe-
tition Thursday in the 48th Mid.
Atlantic Statea Figure Skating
Championships, Martha Jowyk
of Douglaston, N.Y. took first
place in the 6-9-year-old class
and Laura' Sue Beardsley of
East Hartford, Conn., won the
10-11 age group.
an NI:AA record
Ni Hitt I I \ \II.. hid. (110
\litre Dame's \iistiii -Carr huhls
the-NCA t single game
Meld scoring reconl. pourii,,fiii
61 ',pints 'against I illio I ,aner.
sitA. in a 1970. colIcAiate li-Let-





FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Ken-
tucky Governor's Cup Regatta
hydroplane race on the Ohio at
Owensboro Sunday June 14 cli-
maxes Live days of activity spoil-
SATURDAY - APRIL 25 IWO,
WKHA Horse Demonstration Set for Monday
The West Kentucky Horse-
man's Association will present
a demonstration on the different
types of horses for the Murray
State University Students Mon-
day eight April 27th, at the Ca-
lloway County Fair Grounds at
7 o'clock.
The purpose of the demonstra-
tion is to see if there is enough
interest in horses on the cam-
pus to offer courses for credit
In Light Horse Science and Hor-
semanship,
sored by theOwensboro Chamber The WKHA is working with the
At least 10 unlimited hydro- 
University faculty in this pro-
ject. Some of the best horses in
of Commerce.
planes, powered by airplane en- West Kentucky will be present
tines and capable of speeds overto represent the different types
150 miles per hour, will compete of horses.
for $25,000 in prize money. English horses, Western plea-
A Parade will kick off regatta sure • Fox Trott. Racking, coup-
activities Wednesday afternoon try Pleasure, Jumping and rein-
and evening. featuring Miss Owe. ling horses will represent the pl-
nsboro 1970 to be chosen this essure classes.
month. Following the parade Another tvee of horse that is
spectators will be permitted to
examine the boats and meet the
drivers in Smother's Park near
the river front
The Park 1l1 be the SCOW of
a folk music festival Thursday
evening and an art exhitatoflocal
and professional talent will be
on display throughout the week
at the Daviess County CoUrt
use,
Friday night there will be an
open air square dance albng First
Street near the river. A battle
of the bands will be held sime-
taneously at a nearby lot.
The boat racing begifis Sat-
urday-Warm-ups with kilometer
runs for maximum speed.
Former national champion Bill
Stefret of Owensboro is coming
out of retirement to compete alo
ng with Jim McCormick also of
Owensboro. The hydroplane sp-
eed record is over ZOO mph.
A concert by the Fort Camp-
bell military band and a fire-
works display along the river
will highlight the Saturday night
festivities.
Prayer and Flag Day services
ill preceed the races Sunday.
/ divers will perform between
e three racing heats.
Regatta buttons for admission
• all events are $2 and may be
Mined by writing the Owens-
ro Chamber of Comiherce, Box
651. The buttons will cost $3 on
urday and Sunday, says Earl
Fisher director of the event. The
river will be roped off for a mile
and a half and no one will be





The Murray State University
women's track team will open
its season today in a home meet
against Southern Illinois Univer-
sity.
The meet will begin at 2 p.m.
Among Murray's top perfor-
mers are expected to be Carla„
Coffey, Somerset, who will part-
icipate in the 200-yard dash, 100-
meter hurdles, aild the long jump;
sprinter Diana Warner of Louis-
ente5.,,Jekhaha di,ataace gunners
Glenda Wolfe, Paducah, Lou Kim-
ble; East Peoria, Mo., and Pat
Ward, Owensboro; high jumper
Tandy Jones, Paducah; and Shot
putter Carol Riley, Telford, Pa.
The women's team , which has
not lost a dual match in three
seasons, is coached by Mrs.
Margaret Simmons.
The complete schedule follows:
April 25 - Southern Illinois -
Murray; May 2 - Southern Ill-
inois Invitational - Carbondale,
Ill.; May 9 - Southeast Missouri
Track Club - Murray; May 23 -
Eastern Ky. Invitational - Rich-
mond, Ky., May 29-30 -Nationals
- Urbana, Ill.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
very popular in West Ky, is the
game horse. Pole Bending, Barr-
el Race and Rescue Race will
Jack Keene Scores
Second Hole-In-One
John H. (Jack) Keene, 1108
Circarama Drive, has scored
his second hole-in-one on a golf
course.
While playing in a twosome
with his wife, Ellie, he holed
his tee shot on the 140-yard
No, 5 temporary green at the
Oaks Country Club Sunday, April
5, using a No. 7 iron for the shot.
Keene's first hole-in-one came
In August, 1964, on the Wallace
Hills Country Club at Maryville,
Tenn.
An assistant professor of biol-
ogy at Murray State University,
he coached the swimming team
at the Oaks club last season.
Paul Richards Would Have
Made A H Great Sea Captain
By DAVID MOFF1T
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI) - Atlanta
Braves General Manager Paul
Richards would have made a
great sea captain in the John
Paul Jones tradition.
The Braves, pre-season favo-
rites to repeat as the National
League's Western champs, have
begun springing leaks, especially
in the pitching compartment. But
Richards has no intention of giv-
ing up the ship.
Paraphrasing Jones, who said
"I have cot yet begun to fight,"
Richards' battle cry is: "This
Is no time to hit the panic swit-
ch."
It sounds good. But what Rich-
ards avoids is the fact that the
switch isn't connected.
Assuming that Richards and
field Manager Lurnan Harris did
decide to bail out in an effort
to keep the Braves from cap-
sizing, what can they do?
No Trades Likely
Richards admitted the other
day that he can't find any team
willing to deal with the Braves
on terms they can afford. And
if the farmhands are better than
the people the Braves have mann-
ing the ship at present, bow come
they didn't prove that in the
spring?
To be fair, two weeks out of
a six-month season doesn't mean
much over the long haul. If the
Braves' current troubles have
waited until midseason they pro-
bably wouldn't have attracted so
much attention.
But the early pattern certain-
ly is troublesome. At this time
last year-, the Braves were lead-
ing the division race they were
to win. Going into Tuesday night's
game with now-leading Cincinna-
ti, the Braves were in turbulent
waters - in last place and trail-
ing by 5i/2 games after playing
only 13.
The pitching , which Richards
and Harris thought would be tops,
was floundering and the fiel
was suspect. The offense
championship form, averaging
better than five runs per game,
but the defense had collapsed
it the seams.
Richards and Harris are rea,-
111Ststelfr nteit-irttey &Ow'
that any real help must come
Dom within. The people who
haven't done the job in the first
DETROIT (UPI) - Detroit
Red Wing center Garry Unger,
who posted his best scoring
record in three Rational Hockey
League seasons this year with
42 goals and 24 assists,
underwent surgery' for infected
tonsils Monday. He should be
released tram the hospital in a
few days. The Red Wings ended
their season by- losing in the
Stanley Cup playoffs to Chica-
Ovedime champs
CIIIC \CO (11'1) \C1
basketball chant, skip Vann
has gosn:iniii inert' • mai hair
limes. OW 111111Ri 'Wing
1 ii)ola of Chicago's otcrt. 
Will Iner Cincinnati in the 1161
Ailie pow.
be the games run for the demon-
str ation.
Anyone that is interested in
seeing the University start such
a program on Horses is invited
to support the demonstration by
their presence Monday night.
If further information is need-
ed, contact Gary Wicker, Presi-
dent of the WKHA or Kenneth
Cromwell, Agriculture depart-
ment, Murray State University.
APPROVES PLAN
NEW YORK (UP!) - The
National Basketball Association
has approved a realignment
plan, dividing the league's-
teams Into four divisions for
the 1970-71 season.
The teams will be divided as
follows: Atlantic- Boston, Buf-
falo, New York and Philadel-
phia; Central- Atlanta, Balti-
more, Cincinnati and Cleve-
land; Midwest- Chicago, De-
troit, Milwaukee and Phoenix;
Pacific- Los Angeles, Portland,
San Diego, San Francisco and
'Seattle. -
two weeks must be turned around.
Pitching Disasters
Bach In aPring tabling. HU' TWO PREP CMSris was talking about five po-
tential 20-game winners and tell-
ing his listeners he'd never been
associated with a more promi-
sing mount staff.
But that was before Ron Reed,
an 18-game winner last year,
broke his collarbone, before re-
lief ace (six wins, 25 saves)
Cecil Upshaw almost tore oft
his finger; and before Phil Nis-
kro , a 23-game winner, mis-
placed the magic of his knuck-
le:all.
Nielcro had a terrible spring
but the Braves brass insisted
that was because he was exper-
imenting with other pitches and
that he'd be the same old Nie-
kro when the season began.
Prior to starting Wednesdayl
against the Reds, Phil was 0-3
with a 6.63 ERA compared to
3-0 and 0.67 a year earlier.
Although Richards and Harris
insist that Braves' pitching "is
better than what it's shown,"
the team ERA is over live and
the starters are being bombed
early. Jim Nash, who was ex-
pected to fill Reed's three-month
gap, failed to last three innings
his last two times out.
Richards' don't abandon - the-
ship stand is to be admired. But




time. All-star Elroy (Crazy -Legs)
Hirsch caught 343 forward passes
for 6,299 yards and 53 touch-
downs as a member of the Los
Nngeles Rams. Hirsch's pro
career (1946-1957) also included
service with the Chicago Rockets.
SIGN WITH ME
Two prep basketball players,
Steve Barrett of Otwell, Ind.,
and John Mulhall of Croydon
Hall Academy, Atlantic Highlan-
ds, N.J., have signed grants to
play for Murray State Univer-
sity.
Barrett is a 5-9 guard, and
Mulhall a 6-4 forward,
Barred averaged 23.9 points
a game last season and had a
career scoring average of 20.5
points a game, He was chosen
to the all-conference and all.
sectional teams three years and
to the all-regional team one year.
In 1969 he was named his confer-
ence's outstanding player. His
career field goal percentage is
46.6 and his tree throw percen-
tage 78,6, He also bolds three
of his school's track records
and is an outstanding shortstop
on the baseball team.
Mulhall averaged 25 points
and 20 rebounds last season arid
had a single game high ot 42
points. He was named to all-
county and all-state teams. He
will be the second Croydon Hall
graduate to play at Murray as
Racer forward Bill Mancini also
played there.
In announcing the signings, Co.
ach Cal Luther called both out-
standing college prospects with
the potential to be future stars
In the Ohio Valley Conference.
Previously signed by Murray
Is All4ackson Purchase guard
Alan Cash of Fancy Farm, who





















10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
2p.m. to 5p.m.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am turning to you with a situation which
has gone on for years, but now it's become unbearable.
My mother's hobby is "junking." For years she's
haunted thrift shops, stores where sales are going on, and
also antique shops. She has found some items which she has
restored and resold, which is fine, as it kept her busy and
she's even made it pay.
Now the problem is this. She keeps bringing me stuff
cannot use and do not want. For instance, partial sets of
dishes, beat up pots and pans, and today she brought me a
hideous orange knit dress which was apparently somebody's
first attempt at knitting.
My father tells me that she now goes to the grocery
stores where sales are advertised-and she lugs home large
quantities of groceries. He soya their basement is lined with
20-pound sacks of sugar. Wliat would yo. do? Thanks
EXHAUSTED
DEAR EXHAUSTED: I would get her to a doctor for a
complete earaminathea. after having alerted the doctor to
what yeaeve told me. Her behavior is symptomatic of a
mutat disturbance. And harry, before her collection starts
to collect rodents.
DEAR ABBY: Parents complain because their kids are
bull-headed, won't listen, and refuse to profit from somebody
else's experience. Well, here's a switcheroo for you. One of
the parents died after a long and happy marriage, and the
remaining parent is now getting himself into a mess like you
wouldn't believe. It's sickening to watch. And nobody can tell
him anything either. Kids at least have the excuse that they
are young. But what's the parents' excuse? DISGUSTED
DEAR DISGUSTED: Second childhood. maybe? Or the
same excuse the kids have—tack of experience.
DEAR ABBY: I am 49 and Henry [made up name] is 52.
We've been married for 33 years.
A year ago Wilma, a friend and fellow worker of
Henry's, lost her husband, so Henry has been driving a mile
out of his way each morning and evening to take her to and
from work. Wilma doesn't drive. She is well-groomed,
attractive, always smiling and very friendly.
For some time now I have had the feeling that Henry has
been esioying Wilma's company too much. On his day oft he
seems restless and bored, and is constantly thinking up
excuses to go to her house (She has the same day off.]
When I ask him if there is anything between them he
denies it, but be looks guilty.
She is 65, but looks much younger. How can I get him to
forget her' Should I ignore it, or try to get to the bottom of
it, JEALOUS
DEAR JEALOUS: Ignore it. If she's 65, she should be
retiring mesa .ad the rides to and from work will cease. Out
ef sight. Out of mind.
DEAR ABBY: The envy of every woman today are the
women who have saved their dainty shoes of long ago. In
summer, like bootleggers, we pass the word along when we
find a store with a supply of toeless, sling pumps and slim,
graceful heels
There was a day when I drooled over all the pretty shoes
to buy and my closet floors were wall to wall with them. No
more. I merely "nail" my one pair of "horse shoes" to the
wall until the next day. JANE IN CHEYENNE
What's year problem? You'n feel better if 3rse get it elf
year chest. Write to ABBY. Du Mee Les Angeles, Cal.
NM. Fee a persessal reply rudest stamped. addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Seed ft to Abby, .111•: MTN, Les
Angeles, Cat ales, for Abby's booklet, Virg te Weft Lea.
lied 1110 Alnieeasisss."
Faith Doran Circle
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Bun Swann
The Faith Doran Circle of
the Women's Society of Christ-
ian Service of the First United
Methodist Church was held in
the home of Mrs. Bun Swann
on North Sixteenth Street on
Tuesday, April 21, at two o'-
clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. R. A. Johnston present-
ed the program on "Under-
standing Modern Youth" writ-
ten by Charles Mowry. The very
interesting program also in-
cluded an article by Dr. Wil-
liam Gluier, national noted
psychiatrist and school consult-
ant of Los Angeles on "Failure
Crisis".
Mrs. Johnston closed her pro-
gram by reading a poem. "Make
This Your Daily Prayer",
The devotional reading from
Saturday, April 25
A hake i.ale will be held in
front of Dees Bank of Hazel,
sponsored by the Hazel Junior
Beta Club
• • •
The Boots and Slippers
Square Dance Club will have a
dance at eight p.m. at the
American Legion Building. Bill
Dunn La the caller. This will be
graduation for the juniors.
• • •
Teen Town at the First Unit-
ed Methodist Church will be
open at the regular time. Chap-




Grand Worthy Advisor in Ken-
tucky of the International Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls,
will be honored at a receptioe
at alight pm, --at the Masonic
Hall, spouseted by the Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
• • •
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at Fulton. Make reserve-
no= by April la by calling
lifrs. Ann Kelly Dobai.
• • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
It. luncheon meeting at the
club house at 12 noon. Hos
teases are Misses Mary Laud-
er, Lila Cain, and Kathleen Pat.
tenon, Mesdames Leonard
Vaughn, J. D. Rayburn. and
Rue Overby.
• • •
A mak Pulling with added
events will be held at Lynn
Grove Elementary School start-
ing at ten a.m., sponsored by
the PTA.
stairinow for Girls. Tickets are
available from any Rainbow
member.
• • •
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a spec-
ial meeting at the Woman's
Club House at seven p.m
• • •
The Young Woman's Assoc-
iation of the Blood River Bap-
tist Association will have




The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at 42 noon. Hostesses and host
are Mrs. Autumn Each, Mrs.
Hallet Dunn, a n d Collies
Scruggs. Officers will be elect-
ed.
• • •
liay Fellowship Day will be
held at the First Christian
Church at ten am., sponsored
by the Church Women United.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon
• • •





A ham and turkey shoot will
be held at the Jackson Pur-
chase Gun Club, Coldwater,
starting at 9:30 a.m.
• • •
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have its first horse show of
the year for club members only
at two p.m.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal of
Lynnville will have an open
house at their home from two
to five p.m. in honor of their
golden wedding anniversary.
All friends and relatives are in.
died.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carman Out-
land of Paducah will observe
their golden wedding armies:-
sary with a reception at the
Lone Oak Baptist Church from




The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. A. C. Sanders, Canter-
bury Estates, at 7:30 pm. Group
II, Mrs. Allen McCoy and Mrs.
Sanders, captains, are in charge
of the arrangements.
• • •
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at the club house at
9:30 cm. Hostesses will be
Mesdames M. 0. Wrather, For.
rest Priddy, and J. W. Stuart.
• • •
The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Murray.
Calloway County Library if
seven p.m.
• • •
The Woman's Missionary Un-
ion of the Blood River Baptist
1T the
----2-111WIlei "SWIM- Center, Nord'
  15th Stieet, at 'seven p.m.
the book of Luke was by Mrs.
J. T. Sammons who also read I
poem, "What Then" by Ruth
McVey.
Mrs. Swann presided at the
meeting in the absence of the
chairman, Mrs. F. E. Crawford.
Mrs. I. L. Clanton gave the tree-
surer's report.
The hostesses, Mrs. Swann
and Mrs. Lillian Smith, served
refreshments to fourteen mem-
bers and two guests, Mrs.




BUNN -. About 86,000
mployes in 111) companies took
art in strikes in West Germany
tiring 1969. resulting in the
oss wf 249.000 work days. For-
y-one per cent of the walkouts
err in the iron and steel in-
dustry.




6 a.m. to 10 p
J (;ALLIMORE
and Try Our
* FRESH KY LAKE 
CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND 
STEAKS
(Call i.or Reservations)




The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda soror-
ity will meet at the home of
Mrs. Loretta Jobs at seven p.m.
• • •
The Kirksey School PTA will
meet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
with Willard Ails to speak on
"Drugs". Eighth grade mothers
with graduating children will
be honored. The sixth grade mo-
thers will be hostesses.
Se.
Wednesday, April 29
The Sigma Delta Chapter of
Tau Phi Lambda sorority will




A Smorgasbord supper will
be served at the Woodmen of
the World building starting at
five p.m. sponsored by Murray











Miss Ruth E. Cole, Murray,
has received notification from
the Secretary of the Navy that
%he has been selected for pro-
motion to the grade of-Captain
In the Navy Nurse Corp.
Miss Cole has been a reserve
officer in the Navy Nurse Corp.
since 1945. She had active duty
during World War II and dur-
ing the Korean conflict. She
has remained in ready reserve
and ia assigned as Command-
ant's representative for the
Fifth Naval District.
In addition to these activities
she does a two weeks tour of
active duty for training each
year.
Miss Cole is Chairman of the
Department of Nursing at the
Murray State University and re-
sides with her mother, Mrs. Re-





Mrs Walter Wilson presente
the program, "American Ind-
ica", for the April nieetrng of
the Women's Society of Christ-
service of the Good Shep-
herd United Methodist Church.
The putpase of this program
was 1,0 'discover some of the
ssons why American Indian
ijje MS changed so slowly and
to consider the need for new
toms of ministry with them,
the leader said.
also participating were Mes-
dames Rob McHood, Gladys
Dunn, R. M. Miller, J. W. Les-
situ, Billy Mahan, and Jim Wil-
son.
Presented a special pin and
certificate was Mrs. Jim Wil-
son. The presentation was made
by Mrs. J. W. Lassiter for Mn.
Wilson's dedicated devotion to
the WSCS.
New oficers presented for
the coming year were as fol.
lows:
Mrs A. 0. Woods, president;
Mrs. Jim Wilson, vice-president;
Mrs. Ed Knight, secretary; Mrs.
B. Q. Knight, treasurer; Mrs.
Grover Sigmon, Christian Soc.
Iii concern.
Mrs. Gladys Dunn, publicity;
Mrs, George Dunn, Jr., spiritual
growth"; Mrs. J. R. McHood, pro
gram materials; Mrs. J. C. ma.
ban, missionary education; Mrs.
Mcliood, Mrs. J. W. Las.
titer, and Mn. Warren Patter
son, nomination; Mrs. Patter-
son, Mrs. R. Q. Knight, and Mrs.
R. M. Miller, local church re-
sponsibility; Mrs. Miller, also
snembership.
Thirteen members were pre-
sent
The next meeting will be held





covers a total area of 21,000
square feet and handles
about 7,500 customer trans-
actions per week. It stocks
between 8,000 and 10,000
ibeens, more than twice as
many as 20 years ago.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Vooraor
•••F'
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Tau Phi Lambda Mrs. Henry Elliott
Society Sorority Presents Program
Meets Wednesday 4t DAR Luncheon
The Sigma Delta Chapter of
the Tau Phi Lambda social sor-
ority held a weekly business
meeting at the Woodmen of
the World building on Wednes-
day, April 22, at six-thirty o'-
clock in the evening.
All active members were pre-
sent as well as the Alpha pledge
class of eight girls.
The honor of the new chap-
ter name, Sigma Delta, was dis-
cussed by the girls and they
then ordered the chapter let-
ter-guards to be attached to
the sorority pin already worn
by the active members. Dang-
les, charms signifying a parti-
cular office, were also ordered
by the officers.
Plans were made for a
"Pledge Active Weekend" to be
held on the weekend of May
17-18. Activities for the week-
end include a slumber party on
Friday evening, a picnic for the
children at Paradise Friendly
Home on Saturday, church din-
ner, and initiation of pledges
on Sunday.
A constitution has been slat-
ed and accepted by the soror-
ity. Also the first money-making
project of the chapter is the
selling of stationery and note
cards.
After the meeting was ad-
journed by the president, Miss
Brenda Rich, refreshments were
served by the pledges.
A song practice concluded the
meeting. It was led by Miss
Martha Duncan, musician of the
sorority, accompanied on the
piano by Miss Julie Powell,
musician of the pledge class.
The next meeting of the Tau
Phi Lambda will be held on
Wednesday. April 29, at 610
p.m. at. the WOW building.
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
luncheon meeting at the Tri-
angle Inn on Saturday, April 11,
at noon.
Mrs. Henry Elliott presented
the program on "The Log Cab-
in" built in Lexington, Ky., by
Robert 'Patterson in 1775 for
his bride, Elizabeth Lindsay
who came from Philadelpria,
Pa. This cabin has been com-
pletely restored and is now on
the campus of Transylvania Col-
lege.
The regent, Mrs. Leon Jones,
presided and opened the meet-
ing with the DAR ritual and the
salute to the flag. She read the
message from the National
DAR president, Mrs. Erwin
Fees Seimes.
Names were presented for
membership. Mrs. Robert Bow-
den and Mrs. Robert Trotter
are new members.
The national defense report
was read by Mrs. Leon Grogan.
Mrs. Jones read from "Where
There la Vision". Plans for the
coming year were discussed.
• • •
Litter women?
LONDON (UPI) — Lord
McCorquodile told the House
of Lords he was worried about
the possibility of the country-
side being littered with millions
of pairs of wOmen's paper pan-
ties.
During debate on salvage, he
said one mill was planning to
turn out 3.5 million pairs a
week.
"It's a ghastly thought," he
said.
Quality Predictor
An ultrasonic scanner can
test livestock to determine if
their meat will be lean or
fatty. The instrument meas-
ures thickness of fat and
lean within a tenth of an
inch, and assists in develop-
ment of genetic programs
for proper breeding.
*5*
Experts warn that the world
is getting twice as noisy every
10 years.
onamosamommom%













A COMPLETE SELL-OUT LAST MONTH . . . 
Moths,. 1000 yards of the popular Bonded ear,.
Thic—rirtirir wide. in • Isinie-IglIMBLICSPLE.LeR.XlilwagirlEr_Je91 4ifi1teR4SS9k..-.14k141111.--r
• Cams washable, .and First Quality!
AT THE UNBELIEVABLE LOW, LOW PRICE
Be thPr p when the door opens Monday, April 27,
9 GC A M. Sharp! Ws the Fabric Bargain of the
Season Only 1000 yards to sell, so be there early
for best selection!
•
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THE GLORY OF FABULOUS WILDERNESS CRUISING
By J. Ki.ssner
Enjoy the new swing to whole-
some recreation along our lovely
and secluded waterways, which
offer majestic scenic splendor
for the best in pleasure cruis-
ing. Far removed from crowded
highways, overfilled camping gr-
ounds and congested marinas,
the smart enthusiasts of the Pack
and Paddle Cruisers reap great.
er benefits in health and happi-
ness from delightful excursions
over weekends and holidays.
Float cruising along our fas-
cinating and swift flowing strea-
ms through primeval wilderness
of for eats and mountains remains
unsurpassed for genuine recreat-
ion. Enjoyed by young and old
of the more discriminate and
sensible folks, it takes you 'away
from it all' in contrast to most
other mass-oriented activities
under over-burdened conditions.
At hardly any expense after a
small initial investment from
about 150 dollars for a super
modern and streamlined folbot
with featherweight blades for
propulsion, you are 'on course'
for years of carefree cruising,
exploring and wild life study,
with better fishing and hunting
for a bonus. Without fuss and no-
thing mechanical to worry about,
you are indeed the Captain of all,
going under your own command.
Quick to recognize the great ad-
vantages, the ladies become ar-
dent cruisers, as they prefer
the quiet and elegant motion to
the hop-hop rattle of speed boat-
ing.
You can pack one or two fold-
ing folbots inside the trunk, or
carry one to three rigid portable
folbots on a car top,,and even 4
to 8 of these lightweight stream-
liners on a trailer to accomodate
a large family or group. Select
a likely looking stream from
the map or guide book 'Folbot
Holidays' and explore from 10
to 30 miles a day. Absorbing an
ever changing panorama you float
downstream almost effortlessly,
as quietly gliding folbots drift
amazingly fast And permit you to
relax in a most comfortable back
supported seat. Go for a day or
for weeks and with atent you may
stay on a secluded idyllic spot.
Always assured of action or re-
laxation, as desired, you will
find this mode of croicing educa-




beneficial and relaxing, as you
swing about without conventional
schedules to hamper your care-
tree cruising life.
The Appalachian region from
the Virginias through Tennessee
to Georgia, presents a most ble-
ssed and outstanding cruising
area. Thousands of miles of un-
spoiled cruising streams within
easy reach from population cen-
ters are waiting for your explor-
ation. Quite versatile and most
with spring-fed, sparkling clean
waters without pollution, they
range from easy runs through
meadow lands to moderatly swift
and up to big time White Water
courses. All are of unusual inter-
est, in contrast to the monotony
of large water expanses on lakes
or sea; along numerous river
bends, confined between pictur-
esque shores, you are constantly
entertained, if not thrilled by
ever changing 'picture postcard'
views around every bend. With
camera handy, you harvest a
most priceless picture collec-
tion, for you to revive every
precious encounter or to enter-
tain the 'stay at home.' Limited
on space, we can list only one
of Carolinas outstanding rivers,
the glorious 'Chatooga' for the




is the magnificent White Water
and Wilderness river in its pri-
meval state, unchanged by traffic,
commerce or industry. This
matural show-piece remains the
only one of this character in the
South-East, The Chatooga is dee-
ply entrenched in the heart of a
pine scented wonderland and it
skirts impressive mountain slop-
es with many imposing waterfa-
lls. It forms extensive and unique
White Water stretches, some con-
sidered the most beautiful in the
Nation in view of their intimately
charming surroundings. Located
between the Blue and Chatooga
ridges, this peppy stream bends
and twists through lovely wooded
cliffs and impressive peaks upto
4,600 feet high. The gradient
varies from steep to moderate
and consequently the Chatooga
divides into four sections for
peddlers.
We begin with the navigable
stream section at 'Burrell's Fo-
rd'. bridge. A splendid new mosso-
Your writer enters a 'shute' at the head of turbulent White Water
with double blades at the 'ready' for instant adjustment to bouncing
course. (This photo by Bill Massey)
tab road connects this idyllic
spot from highway 107 north of
Walhalla, S.C. Two large and well
groomed camping parks and one
smaller one at Burrell's are con-
veniently located, with two hiking
and jeep trails leading down to the
river at its waterfalls. The first
run from Burrell's to highway
28 bridge involves the sport of
portaging three waterfalls and
the mastering of some complex
ledges with class II to IV rapids,
for which the hardy cruisers are
rewarded indeed. Considering
the river's descent, the exquisite
White Water, the startling scen-
ery and the challenge of intricate
portaging boats around the Falls
— makes this section equal to
the best alpine runs. It could be
done in one day, but better allow
for two leisurely days, as each
Falls takes up an interesting
hour or more, with the third
barrage of huge boulders requir-
ing a long haul over a steep and
densely wooded promontory. A
small group of experienced cru-
isers should be well prepared
with precautionary equipment
and light tents for this exuberent
run.
The next section starts from
highway 28 bridge, or a mile be-
low at end of 'Long Bottom', the
only open valley on the Ctratooga.
In about 9 miles to 'War Woman
Creek', which enters the Cha.
tooga from the Georgia side, the
cruiser has traversed many be-
autiful turns along tall pine gro-
ves, with lively, but not excess-
ive rapids and riffles to delight
everyone. About halfway down
this stretch, the river passes
a rock earrage with an idyllic
center island; ideal for lunch
break and adding more fun, as
cruisers can repeatedly glide
down a passable 'shute', with a
4 foot drop at medium or 6 feet
at low water level. Take out at
'Earl's Ford' on the left shore
at the end of Whetstone road,
which connects from Highway
28. Limited camping at this poi-
nt, which is also the starting pla-
ce for the third section of the
Chatooga. Here begins the most
amatic run to highway 76 brid-
e through absolute Wilderness
f unique grandeur, loaded with
scenic surprises, fantastic barr-
ages of boulders, and among
others a four - tall waterfall.
Real heavy and thrilling White
Water from class II to IV with
lots of type IV rewards the ex-
perienced cruiser with a most
monumentatwerness show and
the heart warming satisfaction
of having lived for a day at least
amidst GOD's OWN creation, so
exlucisvely HIS without any man-
made 'improvements'. No other
river combines so much superb
White Water with Wilderness be-
auty as can be vouched for by
your writer, an erstwhile Nat-
lonal White 'Water Champion and
ioneering 'godfather' of the mod-
ern version to this enticing re-
creation. Swinging featherweight
folbot blades to the rhythm of
eternally rushing waves, dodg-
ing rocks and passing boulders,
.14 'ilk/Avg
-
out end and he vows to return
again and again.
The fourth and last section of
the Chatooga is definitely reserv-
ed for the adventuresome White
Water expert, who will be con-
fronted with class V situations,
Despite its great scenic attrac-
tions, this section is not sugg-
ested for cruising. Beginning
at the highway 76 bridge and end-
ing about 7 miles below at Tug-
aloo Lake, the now powerful rli..
er rushes tumultously through
Its formidable canyon. After fir-
st widening at Woodall shoals,
the river presents extremely
complex and most difficult rap-
ids, as it suddenly narrows its
course to 70 feet, and confining
this mighty torrent between 400
feet high canyon walls. The first
half mile below the shoals and the
last half mile towards the lake
have the steepest grades of high-
est difficulty. Careful pre-ran
study, planning and stand-by assi-
stance are essential, with possi-
bly some lining or portages to




There is nothing more impor-
tant to mankind than survival and
environment, yet, modern man
and machines are fast obliterat-
ing the last remaining areas of
earth's original environment, wh-
ich took millions of years to crea-
te. It is now or never, to stop
this encroachment for the bene-
fit of our children and generatio-
ns to come, or else they will
never see or experience the lik-
es, you have just read or are
about to experience for yourself.
A few areas still exist and Ere
protected in National Parks isr
lands provided for by our Nation.
None equal, however, the uniq-
ue Wilderness and White Water
combination of the Chatooga ar-
ea. Furthermore, the entire area
is still tree from commercial or
industrial development with 40
percent of the land already pita
licly owned and another 40 per-
cent possibly available from the
Georgia Power Company nder
some form of 'easement' for
recreation, or outright govern-
ment purchase. Therefore Gov-
ernment control for preserva-
tion becomes feasible, provided
all interested groups and
duals express their desire' 4
this important project to ..*4
law makers, that is to Congress
and Government at all land,
state and national levels. Con-
gress has already set aside the
funds for a study of the 'Wed
and Scenic River Act', which
includes the Chatooga in North
and South Carolina and Georgia.
This study will determine, whe-
tier or not, the Chatooga is elig-
ible among a limited number of
rivers throughout the country.
The Act has assigned the Seers-
taxies of Agriculture and Inter-
ior, who in turn delegated the
U. S. Forest Service and the Bur-
eau of Outdoor Recreation with
responsibilities for accurate sur-
vey and presentation of comple-
ted study. It is scheduled to reach
the President for recommenda-
tion to Congress around June to
July of 1970. The Act prescribes
three classifications for rivers:
1) WILD River, must teprimi,
bye, unpolluted and accessible
only by trail.
2) SCENIC River, largely pri-
mitive, undeveloped with some
access by roads,
3) RECREATION River, quite
accessible and developed.
The primitive nature of the Cha-
tooga rules out the third classifi-
cation and makes it selective
for the WILD or SCENIC River
classes. Present study of our
able Forest Service, located at
Ashville, N. C. agrees with qual-
ifications of Chatooga, as possib-
ly the longest, primitive river-
stretch in the Southeast for WILD
and SCENIC river status. Volum-
inous reports and statistics are
demanded, which have involved
the work and judgment of about
one hundred agencies, groups
and individuals, all represent-
ing the Chatooga river interests.
Most all are hoping for a speedy
and favorable conclusion, to pre-
serve this earthly paradise for
generations to come. The impor-
tant question of pollution has
been settled, as the upper Cha-
tooga has hardly any and meets
the required specification all the
way down to highway 76. The
Georgia Power Company as own-
ers of about 40 percent of the
land directly along the river,
has been quite receptive to the
wishes of the people for pre-
servation, and'it Is hoped, that
some agreement will be worked
out shortly. The Forest,Service
reports a tremendoutp. support
for the Chatooga Wild and Scenic
river status, coming from the
general public, the news media
and conservation groups, as well
as from the Governors. How-
ever, more voices are needed
and every additional support is
Folboaters of all ages are e,a:erly pushing off from rocky or wood-
land shores along secluded streams, inaccessible to mechanized
boats.
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welcome , to bring the Govern-
ment forces into action for a fav-
orable decision on the preserva-
tion of our Chatooga river. The
paddle cruisers from this region
and many pelts of the Nation,
as prospective visitors, hope for
a WILD River classification for
section one to three of the de-
scribed river runs, even if this
should invoke the changing of Ea-
rls Ford approach road into a
trail. Each of these fine sections
is sizeable enough for cruising
and hiking in and out in a day or
less. This permits the cruiser,
the hiker, the explorer and all
outdoor enthusiasts to partake
of this natural resource, and
most important, to experience
nature in an esthetic way, rather
than viewing from mechanical
vehicles.
If you have read this far and are
In agreement, or better still, are
planning to pin this gracious
swing to nature, thee we hope
for your support of this most wor-
thy cause. Please contact or
write now to your governor ,
senators and congressmen, or
any and all official groups conn-
ected herewith. Provide any val-
uable information, which might
contribute to the pending survey
and study to the survey leader.
Forest Supervisor Richard Mills,
In care of National Forests, P.O.
Box 2750, Asheville, N.C. 28802.
Your share of assistance will be
greatly appreciated for the all-
over efforts of conservationists,
river and wilderness enthusias-
ts, also the 'Pack and Paddle
Cruisers', who never miss a holi-
day swinging along our beauti-
ful streams; they welcome you
and outdoor friends to partici-
pate.
HOW, WHEN AND WHERE?
This writer and information
provider will gladly mail free to
you and your friends, some illus-
trated litcrature and guide book
for carefree holidays on out..
standing waterways +Let the
millions stream to common 're-
creation centers' and others tra-
vel to the North in search
wilderness, while you sensibly
discover the most magnificent
wilderness in far greater beauty
right here in our Carolinas, and
neighboring areas. For a change
during wintry days, you may float
about many crystal clear Spring
Runs in northern Florida. Our
entire region of swift, clean riv-
ers with primeval surroundings
offers quite possibly the solution
to your 'get away' problems and
indeed at great savings of time,
cost and complications. While
most folks are rushing by and
miss this wholesome recreation,
we paddle-cruisers explore and
enjoy the scouting of beautiful
rivers throughout the Nation and
specifically in the sunny Carolin-
as. We offer our cruising records
and experiences to you and invite
you and all, who are intending to
follow our course and svring their
graceful blades along the wake of
Olffs.
+) Simply mail your name and




7097, tharlestcsi, S.C. 29403.,
Henry Ford started the first
comMercial airplane freight line
between Chicago and Detroit. The
first regularly scheduled flights
13 April 1925.
---
Reforestation was first carri-






Well fishermen, it's that time of week again for your weekly
fishing reports. But first off let me go to a more serious note
that has been called to my attention several times and that I have
seen for myself since I have started writing this article. It is
a serious problem for all of the people who use the lake. The
problem is that Kentucky Lake is being shut off to all of us by
private property owners. A couple of years ago you could get in
to the lake just about anywhere, but now, there is very few places
to go to get into it. Even a lot of the docks on the lake are now
private.
Now I understand part of their reason for this which is (A)
property destruction and vandilism and (b) wild parties and a
lot of heavy drinking and wild driving. Polluting the water with
paper and beer cans and bottles is bad business, so let me
say this, Kentucky Lake is your lake and its up to you people
to keep it pretty, sale and clean and if all of you work at keeping
It that way I believe you will find fewer private docks and a lot
of friendly faces of land owners. I know none of you like to fish
in polluted water, so when you go fishing or boating the next
time take a trash bag with you to put your cans and paper in and
bring it back with you instead of dumping it in the lake.
Well now for this weeks report. First off, William Majors
of Murray, Route one went Friday and caught seven crappie wei-
ghing between 1/2 to 2 lbs. apiece fishing in the bushes at a depth
of one to two feet of water, using medium size shiners.
Dr. Castle Parker and Dana Gish went trout fishing last Sat-
urday morning and caught seven. Then on the Friday before that
Parker and his son Gene went and caught the limit, which is
5 apiece. They were using Rooster tail spinners with yellow
feathers and Bumble Bee flies fishing top water. These trout
have been averaging about 12" long. They have also been caught
on whole kernal corn and fishing worms fishing on the bottom.
Blood River Boat Dock reports that there have been several
stringers of crappie caught this week ranging between 3 to 60
crappie per stringer Williams (owner) said that some of them
are being caught in water three feet deep in bushes and stick
ups but that most of them are being caught in about twelve feet
of water using that medium size shiner.
Cypress Springs Boat Dock says that the fishing is really
doing great this week as shown by these pictures of Gerald
Craton, Romea Smith and Francis Loyd of Gary, Ind. These ten
crappie were caught last Saturday at a depth of four feet weigh-
ing from 1 lb. to 1% and one that weighed 3 lbs. 1 oz. They were
using medium size shiners fishing in the bushes.
COVERED BOAT
This beautiful stringer was caught Sunday by Ronnie Grant 01
Beaver Dam and Joe Vance of Hartford. There are 34 crappie
in all and they were caught at a depth of six feet using medium
size shiners fishing around stumps and in bushes.
Bill Barker of Murray went Saturday and had exceptionally
good luck. He caught 50 crappie using a yellow Do-jig with-a
Continued on Page 6
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TIME TO CHANGE-Thinking about daylight saving time is
Ernst Thierstein. but he can't move the hand on his wall
sundial. The rest of us can turn our clocks an hour ahead
Sunday. April 26, at 2 A.M., officially, or when retiring.
Thierstein. SO, lives in New Glarus, Wise.
Spring Forward!
DST Here Again
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Day-
light Saving Time arrives
Sunday, bringing with it the
annual confusion over which
way to turn the clock.
The answer-turn it ahead
one hour. Just remember the
handy formula that goes,
"Spring forward, fall back."
You move the clock forward in
the spring, and turn it back in
the fall.
The crazy quilt of time zones
that once marked the annual
change to DST has all but
vanished.
The reason is the Uniform
Time Act of 1966. Under the
law, Congress made observance
Dof ST automatic unless a state
legislature agreed to exempt
the entire state from the
changeover.
Ends Situations
That put an end to situations
where parts of some states
would observe DST, while some
counties or cities didn't. Cities
sometimes observed different
time than the counties around
them.
Only three states- Arizona,
Hawaii and Michigan-will re-
main on Standard Time when
the rest of the nation officially
goes on DST at 2 a.m., Sunday.
The "fall back" occurs
Sunday, Oct. 25.
The arguments over Daylight
Time are long and varied,
Transportation interests such
as railroads and the airlines
are the biggest backers of DST,
First Zones Set Up
The railroads actually set up
the first time zones in 1883.
Congress made them official in
1918 and then passed mandato-
ry DST laws in both world
wars.
Children usually like DST
since it means more tree time
before it gets dark.
For drive-in movie operators,
the sooner it gets dark the
better for business. And most
farmers also would rather have
the extra daylight In the
morning. •
much- especially Point Barrow,
Alaska, the northern most spot
In the United States. It has




A decoupage workshop will
be held on Saturday, May le,
from 10 am. until 2 p.m. in
Room 252 Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University. .
The workshop will be con-
ducted by Mrs. Kathy Ward,
developer of this decoupage
technique, and Thomas Spoern-
er, Assistant Professor of Art,
Murray State University. The
workshop is open -to everyone
Interested: students, house.
wives, teachers, etc.
Mrs. Ward has developed her
technique over the past five
years of exploring the decoup-
age proceu. She has sold her
work locally and to some of
the nation's largcst department
stores.
All materials will be furnish-
ed except for something to pro-
tect participant's clothing and
a paint brush. When the work-
shop is finished each partici-
pant will have a completed pla-
que, ready to hang in the home,
comparable to ones sold for
$15.00 to $20.00. Cost of the
workshop will be $3-00 Per Per-
11011.
For more latorIation a n d
applications contact Thomas
1.---"IlrbignIFF-7131111400?-er-Mre,
thy Ward, 733-1229. This work-
















































Fined In City Court
Several Persons Are
Several persons have been
charged, entered pleas of guil-
ty, and been fined in tile City
Court of City Judge Don Over-
bey curing the past week. Re-
cords show the following oc-
curred:
Michael Hugh Alexander,
speeding, fined $15.00 costs
$10.00.
Billy Dean Winchester, speed-
ing, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Lonnie Tucker, public drun
kenness, five days in City Jail.
Joe Wilson, public drunken.
mess, five days in City Jail.
Preston Young Brandon,
speeding, fined $10.00 costa
$10.00.
George Wilton Holland, speed-
ing, fined $10.00 costs $10.130.
Jerry Hardin Parrish, speed-
ing, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Larry Dale Darnell, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Bobby Walker, overweight on
Murray Silica Sand Company
truck, fined $300.00, rusPended,
costs of $10.00 paid.
William Odom, no overlength
permit, fined $15.00 costs $10.-
00.
Ernest S. England, overweight
for Ee-Jay Motor Transportat-
ion, fined $300.00 costs $10.00.
John Thomas Owen, public
drunkenness, fined $20.00 coats
i$10.00.
Danny Joe Gee, speeding, fin-
ed $20.00 costs $10.00.
James N. Cathey, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Jerry Pat Osgorn, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Virginia L Knott, did not ap-
pear, $30.00 bond forfeited.
Larry Gene Bogard, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Lonnie Tucker, public drun-
kenness, five days in city jail,
suspended.
MORE TURKEY QUAKES
ISTANBUL (UPI).- A series
of hew tremors shook western
Turkey Sunday, causing wide-
spread damage among the
thousands of persons left
  .t.e.„_orth...*•!ig•
March 28 that killed 1,000
persons.
Officials said the only injured
Fishing Report
Continued from Page 5
Red Head fishing in the bushes about 25 ft. from shore in Blood
River. He said that he fished at a depth of three to five feet.
His catch ranged in weight from 11/2 to 2 lbs.
Thursday I talked to Otho Clark and Theron Clark of Murray
and they showed me their 33 crappie and one large mouth bass
they had caught. The crappie weighed 1 to 2 lbs. All of these
fish were caught in Blood River fishing grassy areas, at 18"
deep. These men were using shiners.
This stinger of crappie were brought in to the Cypress
Springs Boat Dock Sunday by Steve Clapp and his wife from
Mayfield. There are twenty eight fish on that stringer and all
of them weighed from 1 lb. to 21/ lbs. They were fishing the
bushes at all depths using a white and yellow jig.
So friends as you can see the fish are biting, all
 you have to
do is get out to them and tempt them with your 
bait. Though we
all may not be great fishermen, we still enjoy the 
sport.
Well this concludes my report for this week. I ho
pe you have
enjoyed it and that it may be useful to you when yo
u get ready to
go fishing. So have a wonderful week next week and
 catch a lot of
fish. May The Good Lord bless all of you and Pl




Dennis R. Goodwin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin
of Princeton, will present his
senior recital on Sunday after-
noon, April 26.
This recital is given as part-
ial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the Bachelor of Mu-
sic Education Degree which
Goodwin will receive in June.
The recital will include both
traditional and contemporary
percussion numbers, and is the
third senior recital of its type
given at Murray State.
Goodwin will perform on the
marimba, xylophone, tympani,
and snare drum, and will, be
accompanied on the piano by
Kim Pennington of Murray. He
will also be assisted by the Mur-
ray State Brass Ensemble.
While at Murray State Urn-
versity, Goodwin has perform-
ed as a member of the Murray
State University Marching Baad
for four years, two of these
years as head drummer, the
Concert Symphonic Band, Wind
Sinfonietta, Percussion Ensem.
ble, Brass Choir, Campus Lights'
Band, and the Murray State
Choir.
Goodwin is also a member of
the Gamma Delta Chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha, men's music
fraternity, and Scabbard a n d
Blade, an honorary military fra-
ternity.
Goodwin graduated from
Caldwell County High School in
Princeton, where he received
his training under K. V. Bryant
and Anthony Allo, and has pur-
sued hie studies at Murray State
University in percussion under
the guidance of Charles
"Chuck" Simons.
The recital is scheduled for
4:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Build-
ing, and the public is cordially ,
Invited to attend.
Bates List Finders
"Labehnalcer" 1700 makes %-in.,
sell-adhesive raised letter labels by
dialing the letters or numbers de-
sired and squeezing the handle.
Can be used to label files, spices,
and so forth.
Stackables are horizontal filing, and
sorting trays. They can be built
into any number of tiers, creating a
d top filing system to fit the
indkidual's needs. The trays slope
103 N. 4th St
Priced from $1.95 to $9.95, an ideal gift selection
for every taste and budget.
• •14- • -•
Liquid paper correction fluid now
comes in two new colon: ledger
buff and green. Said not to flake
or peel. Applied with brush, liquid
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reported were two elderly
IMMO%
The epicenter, of the strongest
of the latest tremors was
CAuriarlav.ar_ wherea 1310Salkt,
and 4-1 houses collapsed. The
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UAL ESTATE FOR SALE
JUST LISTED, an extra nice 3-
bedroom brick near the City
Park, 2 bath rooms, formal din-
ing room, nice drapes, stove,
dish washer, disposal, family
room with fireplace, attached
garage.
5-BEDROOM brick with full
basement, located across the
street from the University camp-
us. High state of repair, central
heat and air conditioning, ex-
tra ,race large lot. Ideal location
for fraternity and zoned R-4.
4-BEDROOM brick and 20 acres
of good land, located just 2%
miles from the city limits.
FOR THE large family, 1% story
5-bedroom frame. Living room,
sun room, dinisig mom, kitchen,
den and utility. Double garage.
Located on Main Street.
4-APARTMENT house located
near downtown. Ideal location
for offices. 16% return on your
investment.
1%-STORY frame in excellho2
condition. This an older
with full basement that could
be utilized for rentals. 5-bed-
rooms, 1% baths, central beat.
Some furniture is included in
the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick with
254 baths, formal diniqg room,
fireplace, double garage. One
of the finest houses in Murray.
Professionally decorated. Well
located in the Robertson school
district.
A 4-BEDROOM brick with dou-
ble garage located at Lynn
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot
QUALITY construction 3-bed-
room Colonial with fireplace
and double garage. Transferable
5 3/4% loan. Save $$$ at this
low, low interest rate. -
9-ROOM home in Hazel on a'










One of the Nicer Homes In Murrayl
Located at 1209 Doran Road, large corner lot 110'3[200'.
Lots of trees and shubbery, three large bedrooms, three
complete bathrooms. Large living room with fireplace.
den and dining area combined. Torginol floors in utility
room, kitchen. family room and bathrooms. Wall-to-wall
carpet in living room and bedrooms. Thermopane win-
dows.
For Appointment Call 753-8944 day,
753-3006 after 6 p.m.
This Is-More House Than We Need
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
37 ACRES of level tendable
land, good two bedroom house
and barn, sheds on both sides.
Located two miles southwest of
Providence. If interested phone
492-8387. A-27-C
REAL INSTATE POE SALO REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
AUTOS POE SALE
WRECKED Volkswagen. Every-
thing in . good shape, except
body. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta.
lion. Comer of 6th and Main.
I1PC
MUST SELL 1967 Catalina two-
LANDSCAPED two year old door hardtop with power steel'
brick house, central air and  power brakes and knee*.
heat, paneled den and kitchennhumins. 1968 BSA 680 Cc.
large carpeted living room. Phone 753-4353. A-25-C
three nice sized carpeted bed-
rooms, two baths, utility room
and carport. Chain link fence.
Phone owner 753-9922. A-27-C
1963 CHEVROLET Impala se-
dan, air-conditiooer, power steer-
ing and brakes, $495.00. 753-
BY OWNER: Three - bedroom 7118. A-25-P
brick house on Dodson. LOW SPECIAL: 1963 International
down payment, traneferrahle Scout pick-up, four wheel drive,loan. Pacete 753-5164. M-R-C real nice. Only $795.00. Lassiter-
McKinney Datsun, Sycamore
Street Phone 753-7114. A-254
NICE TWO BEDROOM bowie,
on large lot, $12,750.00. Now
renting for $125.00 per month, 1963 CHEVROLET, 327 engine,
$2750 down, monthly Payments -speed, $450.00. Phone 753-
$77.53. 19.
FURNISHED duplex apartment
Now renting for $250.00 per
month. One block from Univer-
sity. 12% return plus tax ad-
vantage on $25,000.00 invest-
ment. $15,000.00 down, balance
$77.53 per month.
THREE BEDROOM brick, 115
ft. from University, $25.50 -00
Right person can buy with $2,
500 - down and $155.00 Per WOKEN!!! Earn while Y00month. Shown by appointment non, For interview call Fish.
only. ion TweeTwenty associate di-JOHN PASCO Jr., phone 753- rector, Eariami Dorm 753-8070
2649. A-2114 from 2:00 p. m. to RAO p. m.
A-MIC
19705 CARER°, 307 cubic-inch
ZOO h. p., air-conditioning. Call
53-8922. A-25-C
966 SEMCA, four door sedan,




Curbs and Gutters. Blacktop
so City School District
Do Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
so' One of the Nicest in Town
s' Terms to Meet Your Budget
so With Up to 5 Years to Pay
Come By or Call
Freeman Johnson, Realtor
Southside Shopping Center
7 5 3 - 2 7 3 1 EV 73241121
AUTOS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
cellent floor plan. 154 baths,
family room, spacious utility,
especially nice drapes, air-con-
ditioned. Good location and the
house is nice as new. Beautiful
landscaping.
A 4-bedroom brick near the
new high school site. Has 2
bath rooms, sunken living room,formal dining area, quality con-
struction, excellent floor plan,
dJuble garage, very large patio.
GOLD MEDALLION, brick and
stone with many extras. Feat-
uring 3 bed rooms, full base-
ment, formal dining room, 254
baths, fireplace in the family
roan, recreation room, double
garage, large sundeck with elec-
tric grill for your outdoor liv-
ing pleasure. All electric, City... 
School District. Let us show you  
this outstanding home. Would
consider a trade.
3-BEDROOM Acne house with
basement. Beautiful 1 acre lot.
Needs some repair but is pric-
ed accordingly. Located near
W s well.
A MODERN 2-bedroom brick
home and 2654 acres, 354 miles
from Murray. Farm is fenced
and overlooks a nice lake.
100 ACRE FARM located on
Highway 641 about 2 miles
north of Murray, adjacent to
industrial property. Practically
all of the farm is tillable and
in a high state of productivity.
800' highway ironing..
ing available at tea interest to
qualified buyer.
208 ACRE farm located on the
blacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre
watershed lake. This is a real
good farm and is priced right.
1 2/3 ACRE lot with 14' x 18'
building and mobile home space.
Close to Jonathan Creek on a
paved road.
5% INTEREST. Financing avail-
able at 5% simple interest, with
only 10% down, on prime home
sites. This is a good time to
buy. See us now for details.
TUCKER REALTY Company,
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky, 753-4342; Home plumes:
Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020;
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978. A-25-C
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-in kitchen,
1% baths, utility room and clos-
ed-in garage. Located on 90'
206' lot. Loan transferrable, 718
NEW FOUR-BEDROOM two.
story house. This house has a
formal dining room, 2% baths,
family room with fireplace and
is priced to sell. Also, beautiful
house with full walkout base-
ment, three full baths, 32 ft.
game room, TV room, office
end many more fine features
Phone 753-3903 to see either ol
these deluxe homes. A-23-C
810.00 DOWN said $10.00 per
month will buy a 80' x 200' lot





sent. Phone 753-71110. Tit
TWO-BEDROOM apartment, car-
peted, refrigerator and stove,
air cceidationed. Couples and
teachers only. Call 753-2808.
A-V-C
UNFURNISHED awhile* two
bedrooms, ceramic tile bath,
kitchen and family room noes-
bination, drapes, air condition.
er, kitchen range furnished.
Centrally located. No pets.
Phone 753-3485. A-27-C
LOTS FOR SALE: Lots near
University zoned for apart. OPENINGS for, full or part time
ments. Only a few left. One lot Job. Earn better than average
90 x 149 zoned for duplex, $4,- imeeme. Flexible hoar*. Corn-
750.00; One corner lot 131 x 1501P1ete training. Kit furnished. 
zonedfor three apartments, $7, Phone 7534056- A-27-C
000.00. One corner lot 160 x 149 WANTED: man to help train
zoned for four apartments, $8'- bird dogs and run dogs in teal74640.75350.00. John Pasco Jr., phone trials. Phone 436.2406,
 Chrysler
A-28-C Bird Dog Kennels. TFC
14111.1 WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
;MALE: Need a money? Sell
WANTED: Two-bedroom unS Knapp Shoes, part or full-tine.
furnished house with carport tie -investment. High commis-
or eralle, washer and dryer eon- sions plus bonus. Write to R.
nections and no objectioml to A. DiManio, Knapp Shoes,
small boy and dog. Phone 153- Brockton, Mass. 02402. A-23-C
9990. A-.111-C
WANTED: Small apartment
, preferably =twin/Med, close to
college, available next August.ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- phone 753,9017 enter 5:00 ppartment, out of city limits. 
Phone
Phone 753-441 or 753-8555.
11-14 WANT TO RENT Port-a-crib for
South 
two weeks from June 5 thru
Tf3tiihtEEStreet Ext. Ph 
BEDROOM house, 
one 753-
Julie 19. Phone 753-7391.
A-28-C
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, archi-
tect designed, custom built split-
level home with two large wood-
ed lots in Sherwood Forest. 
Over3600 square feet in all.
Carpeted living room, has ca-
thedral beamed ceiling and huge
firpLace. Large dining ell with
gime sliding doors onto 12'
20' redwood deck. Lovely hitch-
en with extra cabinets, dispos-
er, dish washer and attached
breakfut room. Stone foyer,
panelled family room with glass
doors to stone patio. nun car-
peted bedrooms and also office
which can be fifth bedroom
Three complete tiled baths. In-
side two car garage. Dry lower
level has very large finished
game room with large fireplace.
also utility rot: 'Many other
extras such es sr shake root,
Anderson windows and electron:
k air cleaner. Gas beef and
electric central air condition-










Bilbsel Auditorium 7:30 pm0
No. 1 - Apr11 29
No. i - May 6
No 3 - May 13
Series Ticket  $3.00
Single Ticket $1 26
On Sale at the SUB
NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR De* Stands
mid refine are now available at
the Ledger & TIMM Office Sup-
skau. Timm
ELECTROLUX SALES a See'
vice, Box 113, Murray, KY-, C
M. Sanders. Phone 3831033
Mar IC"
MOHAV/K Continuous Fllia-
Mont nylon carpet web foam
pad, installed, $6.95 square
yard. Crass Furniture Company.
A-2.5-C
JANE'S ceramic Shop is new
open. We have gifts for all pur-
poses. Owned by Mrs Jane
Lamb and Mrs. Martha Miller.
Two miles east off ILghwa) 04.
Phone 753-6533 or 753-3141.
A-29-P
LOST & POUND
LOST: three month old regis-
tered female collie puppy, sable
and white. Strayed from the
vicinity of Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Tuesday. Reward. MYS. Claude L
Miller, phone 753-3059 or 753-
5064. A-27C
LOST: White and brown Peen-
gese, no identification. Lost ili
vicinity of Sycamore and -15th
Street. Tip Minor 753-2595 or
753-5678. A-274
WANTED: Dictaphone typist for
the medical record dept., with
medical terminology experience
in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Apply in person Mon-
day-Friday from 8:30 a. m. till
4.00 p. m. M-2-C
POSITION AVAILABLE. Clerk
of the Works. Application to be
submitted in handwriting, to
the Murray Municipal Housing
Commission, before May 8, 1970.
Applicant to state qualifications
and previous experience, salary
to be desired for the position.
Date of availability to be, ap-
proximately, June 15, 1970.
L. D. Miller, Jr., Executive Dir-
ector, Murray Muni( ipal Hous-
ing Commission, 716 Nash






1969 PONTIAC Catalina two
door hardtop. Gold with
vinyl top. Fa:.,tory air
power steering and
blokes.





power steering an d
brakes. One owner.
1968 BUICK Skylark GS-400
two door hardtop, four
speed, local car.






N door sedan. Factory Mr,
magmatic transmission.
1965 MERCURY Cyclone.
Two door hardtop, buc-
ket seats, 4 speed. New
car trade in.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala 2-
door hardtop. Custom,
green vinyl top, fact-
ory air, power steering
and brakes.
Good selection of used do-
mestic as welras Volkswagens
to choose from with 100%.
guarantee.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
810 Chestnut Murray, EY-
THE PRINT EXPLOSION
WASHINGTON (UPI -Secre-
tary Hobert H. Finch has taken
a look at the publications his
Health, Education and Welfare
Department churns out annual-
ly and ordered a sharp cutback.
"We doubt that such a deluge
of printetil neelled,lp
ceitififflaireg4. tfitts-ftess*
this department," he says in a
memo to agency heads. Fhicit
found the department had
printed more than 188 million
copies with 6,000 titles during
the 1360 fiscal year. Printing
costs alone were more than $7,2
million.
These included such weighty
documents as a 1,716-page
spelling improvement guide
printed at a cost of $32,700.
Some copies fell apart in the
,mails from sheer weight, and
'most are still lying in
warehouse cartons.
POR SALE
SPILL something on that new
rug? Try Blue Lustre and rent
a shampooer for $1.00 at Big K.
A-25-C
GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone
John McCuieton, Puryear Route
Two, 247-3948 after 4:00 p. sn.
• TFNC
SERTA Mjs-Matches. Values to
$122.95, your choice $69.95 pee
set. Crass Furniture Company.
A-2.5-C
HONDA 90 Scrambler. Good
condition. Phone 753-8865 after
4:00 p. m. A-25-C
COUCH AND CHAIR. Good con-
dition. Spinet piano, excellent
condition. Phone 753-8528.
A-25-C
GAS RANGE, refrigerator and
dish washer. Phone 753-3869.
A-25-C
ONE NEW fishing boat and
trailer. One 1966 Larson Play-
Boy pleasure boat, motor and
trailer. Easy lift heavy duty
trailer hitch. Phone 474-2297.
A-23-C
LUDWIG drum set with oases,
110 lb. set of weights, transis-
tor radio, phonograph and other







WASHER AND DRYER, power
mower, floor polishers, desks,
rugs, picnic table, misc. At Bar-
gain prices. Phone 753-7130. Lo-
cated at 1405 Hughes Ave.
A-27-C
ONE 3/4 CHARLOIS bull,
weighs 1300-1400 lbs. Price
$350.00. Phan 753-1236. A-27-C
FISHING CAR, runs good, $50.
Barn and riding rink for rent.
Phone 753-9189. A-27-NC
3-POINT HITCH, 3 ft. heavy
duty rotary cutters with stump
jumper, big gear box and solid
tail wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft.
models. New and used 1 and 2-
row cultivators. Vinson's Trac-
tor Co. Phone 753-4892. II-1TC
NEW AND US 'Wet nate
fixed. Vinson'. Wader Cs.
Phone 733-4801 E-1TC
By United PPress international-
The mid-1960's brought 1...„
frightening new variety 0£4
drugs to the attention of the
public- the hallucinogens. The
best known and probably most
widely used is LSD. UPI has
prepared a condensed guide on
the physical properties and
known dangers of psychedelic
drugs,
The hallucinatory drugs in-,
elude LSD, PCP, STP, DMT,.
mescaline and such occasional-:.
ly vogue items as crushed.;
morning glory seeds.
LSD is, by about 4,000 times,:i
the most powerful of the
hallucinogens, It also is the
easiest to manufacture and
easiest to smuggle. It is
commonly called "acid," and is
just that- d-lysergic acid die-
thylamide. Although use de-
clined somewhat three years
ago after early medical exper-
iments associating LSD with t
genetic and chromosomological
damage, in recent „months use
has increased nearly to former
levels. LSD is complicated and
little understood. Scientists don't •
yet know exactly vita, but acid j
creates visual tisMrtions,
usually colorful and intense. It
also produces emotional instabi-
lity, and the combination of
these two things makes either
for an ecstatic trip or a
nightmare depending on what
is coursing through the user's
mind and the particular sur-
roundings. Everything is inten-
sified: that which was
bad becomes r evolt-
ing; that which was pretty
or interesting becomes unsur-
passingly beautiful.
There have been instances of
suicide by an LSD tripper.
Perhaps most frightening is
that even after the trip is over,
sometimes months after a
"flashback" occurs- the hallu-
cinations return, Sometimes
these are at inopportune
moments- perhaps while driv-
ing a car, perhaps while in such
a state of depression as to
cause wishes for self-destruc-
tion.
Diane Linkletter, the daugh-
ter of entertainer Art Linklet-
ter, leaped to her death in
September from a building in
Los Angeles. Linkletter said she
suffered the lingering effects of
a bad LSD trip. Several deaths
have been reported when
youths, perhaps in an LSD
panic, walked into traffic or fell
or jumped from windows or
down elevator shafts- in the
belief they were Invulnerable.
While research is still going
ca, some scientists believe
those persons whose lives are
ordered and controlled most
often cannot tolerate the
alterations accompanying a
free-wheeling LSD trip-leading
perhaps to self-destructive pa-
nic.
Au antilitter army
ORDINANCE NUMBER 518 BE. -0
LNG AN ORDINANCE PROBE- YARD SALE: Monday, April MONTPELIER, Vt. (U131)-
0 PARKING AT ANY •27t, one mile off Highway 121 More than 80,000 Vermont
TIME RI THE SOUTH :fi'ar New Conenist Ilk, residents Including Gov. Deans- ,
neturprilelljitinirke-Ou can't:" Davis scoured die sfalei- -
afford. Phone 436-5534. 1.T-P roads Saturday and removed
tens of accumulated winter
trash in a statewide "Green-up
'Robert Babcock Jr. of the
central planning office, coordin-
ator of the spring cleaning
campaign, said litter was
removed from 17,000 miles of
roadways and would save the
state $500,000 in highway
maintenance costs.
Davis donned blue jeans and
a denim jacket and took to the
air to view the progress of the
massive spring cleaning. At
Williston, he joined 30,000
volunteers and picked up beer
cans and discarded paper.
"The idea," he said, "is to
get enthusiasm behind good
environment around Vermont."
15TH STREET - TO MB
STREET; PROHIBITING PARK-
ING ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF
CALLOWAY AVENUE FROM
16T1t STREET TO KENTUCKY
AVENUE; AND FIXING PEN.
ALTIES FOR THE VIOLATION
HEREOF.
BE IT ORDAENED BY THE
MMON COUNCIL OF THE
TV OF MURRAY, KENTUC-
AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION I: It shall be un-
awful for any person, firm,
rtnership, corporation or other
al entity to park any kind
motor viands at any time
Ion the south side of Poplar
Street from 15th Street to 18th
kstreet.
SECTION II: It shall be un-
flawfal for any person, firm,
ipartnership, corporation or
other legal entity to park any
kind of motor vehicle at any
time on the south side of Callo-
way Avenue from • 16th Street
to Kentucky Avenue.
SECTION III: Any person,
firm, corporation, partnership
or other legal entity found
guilty of violating any provi-
sion of this ordinance shall be
fined not less than Five Dol-
lars ($5,00) nor more than Ten
'Dollars (810.00) for each of-
fense.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READ-









smuArs PEST CONTROL Tee
saltee-eet your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-are
poison. For free inspection call
K.11rs Pest Control 753-3914,
26 hours a day. TIC
SAWS FILED lawn mowers and
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
South 13th Street Phone 7113-
11067. May-114
SWIMMING POOLS serviced
and repaired. All types new
pool construction. Free estimat-
e. Call collect: 1886-5353.
astern Kentucky Pool Co..
., Skyline Dr., HopkinsvWe,
tacky. A-804
GRAVEL & DIRT hauling. Fast
. Pharkf '753:7381- dr 71M‘




HOUSE CLEANINn or sitting
with elderly pawls. Phone 753-
6849. A-25-C
WILL GIVE excellent care to
babies in my home. Phone Mrs.
Darlene Lowery 753-2620.
A-25-C
Complies Small Engine Rapier
Garden tillers, lawn mowers,.
chain SAWS. Authorized Briggs
& Stratton Dealer. Authorized
Lawson Power Products Deal-
er. Murray Supply Co., 208 East
Main. Phone 753-3361. H-1TC
-- WANTED 1411-11400---.-
WANTEDeeTwo used bicycles
Phone 7538812 after 5:00 p. m.
A-V-P
HEAVY HAULING
Need 10 experienced hard knocking, hard driving ope-
rators with single or twin screw tractors: not over 4
years old. We furnish trailers, all types. Steady work..
Rates and earnings above average. Insurance: equip-
ment, life and health available. Advances per load avail-









City of Murray, Kentucky •
ITC
ONE 20 INCH, Mustang, push
mower. One 27 inch, Snapping
Turtle mower. One Star Clipper
edger. All used, may be seen at
the maintenance building on
corner of Nash and Broad. As
is and where is. A-28-C
STORE FIXTURES, display
counters. They must go now.
Bait Gift Shop across
Blalock-Colemlin, new locatio
of Murray Sport & Marine.
A
SORRY SAL is now a merry ga
She used Blue Lustre rug and
upholstery cleaner. Rent elec-
tric shampooer $1. Western Au-
to, Home of "The Wishing
Well". A-25-C
PONTOON BOAT, 20' x 8', car-
pet and embossed aluminum
top, 35 HP Johnson motor. Coin.
plate sod ready to go. Morgases
Boat Dock. Phone 753-4530.
A-29-P
175 CC JAWA Motorcycle, mo-
del 450, 2500 miles. -olephone
753-5128 after 4:30 p. m. week-
days. A-211-P
SOFA, in good condition. Phone
489-2490 or see Mrs. Liable
Tress 1 mile south Of Kirksey.
SEARS 12 HP Suburban riding
mower with electric starter. Ex-
cellent condition. Phone 753-
9603 after 4:30 p. m. A-25-P
Helicopter ride
is anniversary gift
WINKFIELD, England (1 PI)
lloysewife Joyce Dardwick was
startli-il to see a helicopter land
in her back yard. Minutest.ilater
he
ri e a surpnse present from her
lifti;diand marliing.their 24th wed-
ding annivereary j n If ittlWiiit
his wife hail often expressed
a ish for a helicopter trip
Canadian degrees
OTTAWA (1 PI) Canadian
universities and colleges granted
a total, of 55.327 undergraduate
degrees during the 1%8-69 sea:.
demic year, the Dominion Bu-
reau of Statistics reports. A
little less than half of these de-
grees, 20,551 were earned by
women. -
On the graduate level, Masters
of Arts were p?esented to 1,995
students, Masters of Science to
2,311, and doctoral degrees to.
1,09.4 students.
Swedish births off _
spii;KH(1L:N1 (I P1)-:Ihr
number . óL babies:. born...in.
Sweden in 1%9 is estimated at
1107.000. a retAird low. eomparVd
with ) I:10)1) in 19611.
SATURDAY — APRIL 25, 1970
l'A(..ik:
11
Desme, destined for TV stardom, holds a candle to illumi-
nate the job of pushing the clock ahead an hour to conform
to daylight sewing time, a Little chore anyone in daylight
time territory should remember to do tonight. Next fall Deb-
bie will play "Mats JIMA" in "Lancelot Link, Secret Chimp
Hour." It'll be a Saturday show for children
SEEN & HEARD .
(Continued From Pao, 1)
until they caught up with us.
If you are real hungry try welt-
ers and sour kraut with some
real good corn bread.
What you do is cut up the web--
ere into little sections, don't
just throw in a bunch of wein-
erIL
Daughter-In-law ‘ihomped up a
good meal Thursday night.
Shrimp and fish sticks and hash
brown potatoes. Real good.
She's a fine cock as our tan
pound gain in weight will tomti-
t/.
We have always been grateful
to the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
for saving that big white Dos
Wood tree just below the clinic.
They bought that old house and
removed it to make a parking
lot and took pains to save the
big Dog Wood.
It has reached its peak now.
Several folks about town belie
%age Dog Woods that present
a picture at this time.
Te LAN Magazine says "An
egotist is a person who is al-
ways "Me-Deep" in converlab
Ma.
Judie: Couldn't this case have
been settled out of court?
Defendant: Yea, Sir, and that's
exactly what we were trying to
do when the police butted in.
Honors Day Sunday at MSC.
261 individual or group awards
will be given. 386 students will
receive awards for holding a
3.3 academic standing or high-
er. 73 different awards will be
given. Big day. be there.
Rotary . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
1948 as a project engineer.
Since then, he . has advanced
h a number of :positiras
in vai1ouss of f be com-
pany to his present post.
He also currently is a mem-
ber of the research committee
of the National Association of
Manufacturers, serving in *mem-
bership on the Water Resources
Subcommittee.
A 1041 graduate of Murray
High School, he attended Mur-
ray State before going to the
University of Kentucky, where
he received a B. S. degree in
mechanical engineering in 1e47
after serving for three years as
a World War II fighter pilot.
Now living in Cincinnati,
Wells is married to the former
Julia Collins of Tallahassee,
Fla., and they have two child-
ren, Alan, 18, and Julia, 18.
In speaking to the Rotarians
Thursday, Wells elao noted
with a laugh that this was his
second appearance before the
club, the first coming in 1939
when he was on the program
to describe a model airplane he
had constructed.
Sharing the program with
him that day, he recalled, was
Everett D. Jones, currently a
member of the club and Wells'
e scoutmaster at the time.
1111/Y•••••
(Continued From Page 1)
to the hospital immediately for
emergency treatment. They
were reported to have suffered
only minor cuts and bruises.
The bull was killed instantly.
Morris told the Deputy Sheriffs
he had purchased the bull about
a 'sear ago.
Agriculture . . .
(ContinusJ From Page 1)
purpose of the institutes is to
provide farmers with a forum
so they can ask questions and
express their viewpoints.
The institute at Murray State
was designed to serve taxmen
in 13 West Kenbacky counties
—McCracken, Marshall, Ballard,
Carlisle, Graves, Hickman, Cal-
loway, Fultoo, Lyon, Livings-
ton, Crittenden, Trigg and Cald-
well.
Miller, who also moderated
an afternoon panel of agricult-
ural representatives from me-
tre phases of the industry, said
the pooling of ideas at the in.
Wee will be beneficial to
the state agency in the effort
to plan and project accurately
and effectively.
He called mechanization on-
ly a partial answer to the labor
problem and mid prospects to
reduce operating costa in years
ahead are not favorable.
"Nor is the farmer IWO- to
realize a vast narrowing of the
gap between what be receives
for his raw products and that
which he must pay for mon-
tactured goods," the commis-
simer mid.
Noting that agriculture does
not have the legislative power
it once had nor is its prestige
in line with the role it plays
in the economy, be said the
industry is not getting its
acroes to the non-agricultural
public.
Among the positive aspects
of the agricultural picture, he
listed what he called "possibly
the greatest future for Kentucky
in livestock production," grow-
th of grain production in West'
Kentucky, expansion of the beef
cattle industry, a promising
feeder pig and swine industry
uptake, and an increase milk
production per cow, although
there has been a decline in milk
cow numbers.
He credited the management
abilities of Kentucky farmers
for the growth realized by liall-
tucky agriculture.
"Farming is a business — a
business that demands the most
from ft* workers. Any poten-
tial that Kentucky has- for a
greater inocene from grain,




NEW YORK, N.Y., — A-B-M
Is coming in May, and we're
not referring to anti-missile sy-
stems. In this case, it's Amen-'
can Bike Month-14 years young
this year—the domestic bicycle
industry's salute to its 63 mill-
ion customers, encouraging them
to pedal for safety, as well as fun
and fitness.
American Bike Month is one
of the most massive consumer
education campaigns mounted by
any industry. Each year, the Am-
erican bicycle industry joins with
thousands of schools, PTA's, pol-
ice departments, service and civ-
ic organizations to cooperate in
conducting bike rodeos, field da-
ys, races, inspections and Bicy-
cle Holidays — all designed to
insure that American kids and
their bikes are safely ready for
spring and summer bicycle rid-
ing fun.
According to H. W. Snyder,
President of the Bicycle Instit-
ute of America, American Bike
Month has always been a time
when the entire industry gets to-
gether and reaffirms to its mill-
ions of customers: "We care
about you and the continued ple-
asure and good health you getout
of a bike we made and sold to
You. We care that it continues
to operate properly and safely.
We care that you and your chil-
dren know how to drive it safely
and in ALL situations."
"Bike Month 1970 is More im-
portant than ever," reports John
Auerbach, Executive Director of
the SIA, sponsor of the annual
campaign. "We in the bicycle
Industry know, as do millions
of Americans, that riding a bike
Is just about the most fun that
a kid can have. We know, too,
that bicycling is universally acc-
laimed as one of the best forms
of exercise — keeping weight
down, arteries open, and reflex-
es keen. The Life Exteosion In-
stitute even prefers l_geyeklat, _
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOCO (UPI) — The
sound of the big band era of the
late 1930s and early 1940s will
waft across the nation this
summer when "Happy Days"
replaces Jim Nabors' show.
Many of the great names are
dead, Glenn Miller, Claude
Thornhill, Glen Gray, the
Dorsey brothers, Ted Weems.
Others have retired or gone
into other fields, Artie Shaw,
Shop Fields.
But enough of the old-timers
are around to provide the
sweet, melodic strains of a
more innocent time, when the
word rock still applied
to rocking chair.
With comedian Louis Nye as
master of ceremonies, viewers
to Jontolf."-
Because so many Americans,
particularly young Americans,
are using their bikes in so many
different ways this year, the
bicycle industry is calling on all
parents to actively participate
In American Bike Month by in-
specting the family bicycles th-
emselves, or by taking them to
their nearest bicycle retailer
(many of whom are offering free
safety inspections), and by re-
viewing the eight bicycle safety
guidelines with their children.
Parents inspecting their own
bicycles should remember to ch-
eck : handle grips (replace if
worn, should lit snugly); bell or
horn; handlebars (adjust to rider
comfort — tighten securely); light
(must be visible 500 feet); tires
(inflate to correct pressure—ch-
eck thoroughly for imbedded gla-
ss, cinders, etc.); wheels (tight.
en nuts); pedals (tighten); sadcle
adjust so leg bends slightly with
ball of tot on pedal at bottom
of stroke — tigbten securely);
brakes (must brake evenly every.
time); reflector (must be visible
300 feet — be state approved);
spokes (keep tight — replace bro-
ken ones); tire valve (inspect
for leaks and straightneets); and
chain (clean, lubricate with 14111
aorl..-wee au mete for Ziadialtar unksl
ousioregaseigeetermoenimelleviale°"Siiffee yeti?' Mkt, tier octet
It safely," the Bicycle Institute
of America asks parents to Teo
mind their children. Here are the
eight guidelines for safe and skill-
ful bicycle driving recommended
by the Bicycle Institute of Amer.
ica:
If those who see* it are bud-
ness-mea equal to the talk"
Miller concluded.
Presiding during the in
trite was M. IC Botto of Prince
ton, a member of the Kentucky
State Board of Agriculture.
Among those who appeared
clueing the afternoon were E.
B. Ifeeton, chairman of the et
riculture department at Murray
State, and Dr. Hoary N. Sparks,
university president, who wet
coined the group to the campus
Mrs. Nina Ross
Dies On Friday
Mrs. Nina Ross, widow of
Boss Ross of Hardin, died Fri-
day at 8:20 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She was 78
years of age and a resident now
of 302 Wright Street, May0eld.
The deceased was a member
of the Hardin Baptist Mira-
Survlyors are two daughters,
Mrs Lerlene Jones of Hickory
and Mrs. Edna Medley of Gar-
den City, Mich.; four sons, Al-
ton of LaGrange, Talmadge of
Benton, Harold of Paducah, and
Joe of Bedford; one brother,
Leonard Mardis of Benton, Ill.;
sixteen grandchildren; eleven
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Monday at one p.m. at the Linn
Funeral Home Chapel, Bentoq,
with Rev. Otis Jots and Rev,
lames H. Hale officiating.
Burial ,will be in the Union
Ridge Cemetery with the ao
raneements by the Linn Fun
ere Home, Benton, where fzi
ends may call.
1. Obey all traffic regulati
lights, stop signs, one-way stree-
ts.
2. Keep right. Ride single file,
Don't weave in and out, swerve,
race or stunt in traffic. Neva'
hitch a ride on a truck or other
vehicle.
3. For night riding, be sure
to have a white light in front
and a red light or state-approv-
ed reflector in the rear. Have a
clear-sounding horn or bell to
warn others of your approach.
4, Slow down at all Intersections
look both ways, then proceed
with caution.
5. Always give pedestrians the
right of way.
Matti out for cars Pulling into
traffic or for doors opening,
7, Don't carry passengers or
packages that interfere with your
vision or control.
8. Always use proper hand sig-
nals for stopping and turning.
There are 26 million acres of
woodland in Texas.
'C.
New York public schools
spend more per student than any
other state. •
The world'ooiargest herdioof





UHSIGHTLY TRASH — This pile of debris Is within a block of Hoe court square In Murray and Is only ono of many such pil
es of trash in and around the
city which aro eyesores. Efforts will be made n.txt week during Clean-up, Paint. up, Fix-up wool( to door away thous areas to make 
Murray more attrective to
visitors as well as townamoolc 
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
Big Band Era To Return On Video Screen Henry....
will be listening to the big
sound of Duke Ellington, Harry
James, Lionel Hampton, Tex
Bowie and Buddy Rich,
No Acid Rock Screamers
Instead of acid rock screa-
mers the vocalists will be Helen
O'Connell, Helen Forrest and
the Eberle brothers.
. It was the music to which the
Over-40 set danced at high
school proms and to whith Gis,
circa 1942, listened to In
theaters of war around the
globe.
"The limit of 10 shows
prevents us from show-casing
all the great bands," Nye said.
"But the sound is there. And
the peculiar thing is that kids
In their 20s who work in the
chorus or as stage hands from
the Red Skelton show, Carrot
Burnett and Jim Nabors
programs come in and listen
with ave.
"They've never heard big
band music, with 25 or more
musicians playing great melody
n harmony.
R em ember Arrangements
"What amazes me are the
musicians themselves, Guys
who played for Dorsey, Benny
Goodman and- Count Basis,
They remember the arrange-
ments after all these years and
play them as they did 35 years
ago.
Nye will take part in comedy
sketches, too, playing a typical
cornball radio announcer of the!
30s, abetted by Bob Elliott and
Ray Goulding.
There will be jitterbugging to
the fast numbers and the old,
slow, cheek - to- cheek steps
choreographed for the produo-
(Continued From Page 1)
Thursday by former magistrates
Neely Lankford oand John
Franklin Lax, who claimed their
names were removed from the
ballot illegally.
Voters were to choose be-
tween former Sheriff Ralph
Fields and former Chief Deputy
Sheriff Leon V. Williams, the
two men who fared best in the
original five-man field; and for
register, between Mrs. Geral-
dine Evans and Mrs. Mace
Webb.
lion numbers.
It will be a nostalgic
Interlude for the establishment
and a look at history for
youngsters who know about
beat and rhythm but who have







Delbert Newsome, 106 So. 13th
St., Murray; Timothy Roberson,
Rte. I, Farmington; Master DWa-
yn Thorn, Rte, 6, Murray; Mrs.
Ola Kemp, 211 No, 5th St,,, Mur-
ray; Mrs, Annie Stall, Rte. 2,
Hazel; Taylor Smith(From Cony.
Div.), Rte. 4, Murray; Morris
Kennerly (Expired), New Can-
cord Rd., Murray.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Neuralgia, often associated
with headaches and arthritis, is
a sharp, stabbing pain of short











Watch out for that kid!
i
/What kid") jusiwthe point. The reason you don't
see a child n this picture is 
the same reason you may not
see one when yoo're driving goryn a nice quiet neighbor-
hood street. pertfaps.W.Otoo late and there's no
time to stop no room to maneuver.
Let's all remember. Drive slowly through residential
streets Expect the unexpected. It a ball, roll
s out into the
str.eirito.p onminitely There's nearly always a
0 youngster right behind it
Your new car dealer invites you to join in keeping our
neighborhood streets as peaceful and safe
as they look. When you're in a hurry, always (if
ask yourself a question. Would you rather
save a minute—or a child?
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for • final pia
& broom sale
Lions, assist
each home fro
brooms and m
ion E lementar
